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ABSTRACT 

Diffusion effects on the stationary TE nonlinear surface waves and guided waves 

and the beam propagation characteristics at the interface separating two or more 

nonlinear diffusive Kerr-like media are studied extensively. The shape of the nonlin

ear surface and guided waves are computed for differing diffusion mechanisms and 

diffusion lengths. Stability of these waves is determined using the beam propagation 

method. The power and the shape of the nonlinear surface or guided waves are seen 

to be sensitive to the scaled diffusion length. However, many features including the 

stability criteria from the diffusionless case remain in the presence of the diffusion. 

An equivalent particle theory, describing the propagation of a self-focused light 

channel at the interface of two nonlinear dielectric media, is extended to include 

diffusion of the nonlinear excitation within each medium. The theory replaces the 

computationally intensive beam propagation problem by a much simpler Newtonian 

dynamical problem of studying the motion of an equivalent particle in an effective 

potential. This simpler Newtonian dynamical problem provides quantitative infor

mation on the asymptotes of the reflected, transmit ted or trapped channels as well 

as the stability of the latter as a function of increasing diffusion length. The main 

results are that increased diffusion makes light transmission more difficult and tends 

to wash out the local equilibria of the equivalent potential representing unstable or 

stable TE nonlinear surface waves. 

The dynamics of two beams interacting at an interface separating two nonlinear 

dielectrics is studied. Using the two-soliton solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger 

equation (NLS) and performing a perturbation analysis, ordinary differential equa

tions (ODE) approximation for the two beam interaction dynamics are derived. 

The numerical results of the ODE model are verified by comparison with numerical 
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solutions of the governing full partial differential equation (PDE). This ODE model 

is reduced to a simple form to carry out a useful analysis for a special case where 

a single beam propagating as a trapped surface wave acts as a power controllable 

switch to direct a second beam incident at a finite angle to the interface. In this case 

the shape of the effective potential for the second beam is obtained and predicts 

the behavior of such a beam using the equivalent particle theory. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The fundamental theory of the interaction of light with matter started about a 

century ago with Maxwell's equations. Maxwell's idea that light can be interpreted 

as electromagnetic waves was one of the greatest discoveries of the very early stage 

of Physics. Later a few new fundamental discoveries were made with the success of 

the classical electromagnetic theory of light. 

Numerous nonlinear optical phenomena have been discovered since 1960. Sec

ond harmonic generation was the first nonlinear optical effect observed. Then the 

optical pumping was the second before the discovery of laser. These discoveries 

about the interaction of light with matter created revolutionary changes in optics 

technology. Intense light first induces a nonlinear response in a medium and then the 

medium in reaction modifies the optical fields in a nonlinear way. This modification 

of the field is proportional to the polarization of the medium. The proportionality 

constant is the susceptibility which characterizes the properties of the medium. 

One of the most exciting aspects of nonlinear integrated optics is the study of 

properties of guided waves. Guided wave field profiles and propagation constants, 

can become power dependent when one or more of the guiding media displays an 

intensity dependent refractive index [1-25]. Two classes of integrated optical devices 

are possible on the basis of these nonlinear properties. The first class operates in 

regimes where the nonlinear change in refractive index is small in comparison to the 

index difference between the guiding media and only the propagation constant is 

power dependent so that the field profiles can be approximated by the linear guided 

modes. These systems are called weakly nonlinear since their behavior can be 

understood in terms of first-order perturbation theory which neglects any change 

in the field profiles. This case is of less interest in this study. The second class 
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of devices, which we term highly nonlinear, are those operating in the regime in 

which the induced refractive index change is comparable with, or larger than the 

index difference between the guiding media. In this case both the field profiles 

and propagation constants are power dependent and it is essential to incorporate 

propagation effects arising from the transverse structure of the field. Two important 

examples of this class of device which we shall discuss in this study are the nonlinear 

interface and the nonlinear waveguide, in which one or more of the composite media 

exhibits an intensity dependent refractive index [1-25]. 

The first research about surface waves at an interface of a linear-nonlinear 

dielectric was performed by M. Miyagi and S. Nishida in 1973 [1]. Later Nonlinear 

surface waves (NSWs) at the interface separating linear-nonlinear [2,21] and two 

nonlinear [22-25] dielectric media have been computed by various authors. The 

stability of these NSWs is computed in a very simple way with an equivalent particle 

theory in Ref. [22-25]. The properties of the nonlinear guided waves (NGWs) 

have been studied extensively in the past, including their stability [21,26-31] and 

nonlinear dispersion relations (guided wave power versus propagation constant) [1-

20]. In most cases diffusion of the excitation density responsible for the nonlinear 

refractive index change has been ignored and confined to diffusionless nonlinear 

media. Recently, Anderson has studied the reflection and transmission of a Gaussian 

beam incident at an interface separating a linear and nonlinear diffusive medium 

[32], and this has stimulated an effort to compute the stationary TE nonlinear 

surface waves for both linear-nonlinear [33] and nonlinear-nonlinear interfaces [34] 

including diffusion. In many optical devices being fabricated currently for optical 

waveguiding, the nonlinearity generated by the light intensity gives rise to some 

form of material excitation, for example, electron-hole pairs in InSb [35] or excitons 
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in GaAs [36] semiconductors. This excitation, which is responsible for the induced 

refractive index, will diffuse away from the regions of high concentration making 

it more difficult to support self-focused light channels. In other circwnstances the 

thermal hot spots created by the exciting light will cause a net flow of heat into 

the surrounding mediwn. It is essential, therefore, to establish the role of diffusion 

of the excitation of either form in inhibiting the formation of stationary NSWs 

and NGWs. Equally important is the question of the stability of such waves to 

propagation along the interface. 

Several devices have been proposed on the basis of these nonlinear dispersion 

relations [37], including optical limiting and switching devices, though these propos

als did not take account of the effects of propagation. The initial work in this field 

centered on the nonlinear interface following the prediction by Kaplan [38] that the 

reflection properties of the nonlinear interface could show optical bistability in the 

plane-wave limit. Later the problem of reflection and transmission of light chan

nel when an interface separates two Kerr-like media has been considered by many 

authors. Such studies include numerical calculations by Tomlinson et al. [39], ex

periments [40-44] and more recently an equivalent particle theory [24] for the beam 

propagation problem. Since these early studies there has been considerable interest 

in obtaining a global understanding of beam dynamics at a nonlinear interface. But 

none of these studies took account of nonlocal effects such as diffusion of the density 

of carriers which changes the index of refraction of the media. Therefore, in this 

study we will highlight the diffusion effects on the beam propagation characteristics 

such as reflection, transmission and self-trapping. 

It is well known that a medium displaying a Kerr self-focusing nonlinearity 

can lead to the formation of optical solitons, both spatial [45] and temporal [46], 
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when linear dispersion is also present. In propagation, the underlying nonlinear 

waves representing the light channel can be interpreted as a perturbed spatial soli

tons of a Nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS). By using the conservation laws of 

the unperturbed NLS describing beam propagation in a uniform slab material we 

can describe changes in the beams behavior (ie. bending) by deriving simple equa

tions of motion for the slowly varying soliton parameters in the presence of a finite 

perturbation [47]. Using this soliton perturbation method [47], the computation

ally intensive beam propagation method can often be replaced by the simple and 

physically appealing problem of solving for the trajectories of an equivalent particle 

moving in an effective potential [24]. Simply stated, the reflection, transmission 

or self-trapping behavior of a collimated light channel incident obliquely at one or 

more interfaces and the stability of propagating nonlinear surface or guided waves 

follows from an inspection of an effective potential. In this work, we extend the 

equivalent particle description of self-focused channel propagating in diffusive Kerr 

media, to describe the transmission, reflection and self-trapping characteristic of a 

similar light channel propagating in nonlinear diffusive media. 

Propagation of distortionless continuous wave (cw) beams or pulses in nonlin

ear waveguides or optical fibers is described by soliton solutions of the NLS. Because 

of their unique property of propagating without distortion or spreading, optical soli

tons [48], have been used as information bits in long distance optical communication 

systems. These prospects motivate important research efforts towards the develop

ment of all-optical switches in many optical devices such as birefringent fibers [49], 

directional couplers [50] and two-mode fibers [51]. Previous investigations of the 

dynamics of soliton interaction confined to a class of phenomena which can be de

scribed by a pair of coupled NLS equations. For an example, if the fiber supports 
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two distinct propagation modes the interaction between the modes is modeled by a 

nonlinearly coupled system of NLS [52]. For these investigations the Hamiltonian 

formalism of the governing equation for multiple single soliton solutions have been 

used. Here we investigate the dynamics of the two beam (two-soliton) interaction at 

the interface of two nonlinear dielectric media using a two-soliton solution of NLS. 

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, we present the basic theory 

of linear optics and consider a particular geometry of the waveguide with a single 

interface and formulate the problem by deriving the governing equations for the 

beam propagation problem in a nonlinear diffusive dielectric. Also we derive the 

equation for diffusion of the excitation density and set the boundary conditions for 

the field at the interface and at both far ends of the medium. In Chapter 2, we 

compute the TE NSW profiles and investigate the effect of diffusion in modifying 

NSW shapes and power versus effective index characteristics for linear-nonlinear 

[33] and nonlinear-nonlinear [34] interfaces with Kerr-like diffusion. Two types of 

boundary condition for the diffusion of the excitation density which describe two 

different physical mechanisms at the interface are typically considered [53]. For 

example, if the interface separates a glass and a liquid then there is no transport 

across the interface. On the other hand if one has two solids, carriers or heat can 

be transported across the interface. These two distinct behaviors lead to two types 

of boundary conditions at the intedace namely zero flux and finite flux across the 

interface. 

The case of two adjoining nonlinear media with differing linear and nonlinear 

material constants plus differing diffusion coefficients leads to a much more compli

cated problem requiring analysis of three separate cases, namely, (1) the right-hand 

medium is diffusive (zero flux to the left across the interface), (2) the left-hand 
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medium is diffusive (zero flux to the right across the interface), and (3) both the 

left-hand and the right-hand media are diffusive and the diffusion is permitted across 

the interface. The stability question will be addressed by using a generalization of 

the beam propagation method to launch the stationary NSW at selected points on 

the power versus effective index branch. The main result is that NSW characteris

tic curve shifts rapidly to higher power as the diffusion length increases (for both 

types of boundary conditions). However, the stability criterion is unaltered from 

the diffusionless case. 

In chapter 3, we study the role of diffusion of the excitation in modifying the 

shapes and power dependent characteristics of nonlinear waves guided by a thin 

fihn. Specifically, we consider the case of TE nonlinear guided waves (NGWs) 

guided by a linear dielectric thin film bounded by nonlinear diffusive media. Here 

we have considered many different waveguide geometries including (1) cladding 

medium with either a self-focusing or a self-defocusing nonlinearity, and (2) both 

bounding media with symmetric and asymmetric waveguide structures. The power 

and the shapes of the NGWs are seen to be sensitive to the scaled diffusion length. 

In the case that both bounding media are nonlinear, the minimum power needed for 

a nonlinear asymmetric guided wave to exist, increases with the increasing diffusion 

length. In the asymmetric waveguide structure with different diffusion lengths in 

the nonlinear bounding media, two different branches for asymmetric solutions have 

been found to exist. 

In Chapter 4, we answer a natural question of whether one can extend the 

equivalent particle theory of beam propagation in diffusionless media to describe 

the transmission, reflection and self-trapping behavior of a similar light beam inci

dent obliquely at an interface and the stability of propagating NSW in nonlinear 
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diffusive media. Here we consider those two boundary conditions, zero flux and 

finite flux, for the diffusion of the excitation density at the interface. These bound

ary conditions and the entire diffusion dependence of the problem are conveniently 

lumped into a Green's function which, in turn, appears within an integral as an 

additive contribution to the original diffusionless effective potential. This latter 

Green's function approach allows us to pose the mathematical problem as a nonlo

cal version of the NLS equation with the diffusionless limit following trivially. All 

of the analytic results derived here have been checked numerically by solving the 

full beam propagation problem coupled to the medium diffusion equation. 

The predictions are as follows, increased diffusion makes light channel transmis

sion more difficult by raising the potential barrier of the equivalent potential and, 

moreover, that the potential barrier increases more rapidly with diffusion length 

for the case of zero flux of excitation across the interface. In addition, the local 

equilibria representing stable or unstable NSWs computed earlier in Refs. [33,34], 

are eventually washed out indicating that strong diffusion also places an upper limit 

for the existence of trapped NSWs. The equivalent particle theory is used to design 

an all optical spatial scanner. We show that the self-focused channel asymptotics 

are insensitive to the shape of the incident beam transverse profile. The main result 

is that the operation of such a spatial scanner is insensitive to the actual incident 

beam shape, requiring only that a certain area criterion be satisfied. 

In Chapter 5, we solve the stationary state equations which were described in 

Chapter 2, using the boundary layer method for leading order when the diffusion 

length parameters are very small. We also obtain the solution for the carrier density, 

using a Green's functions method and compare with the solution which is obtained 

by the boundary layer method. 
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In Chapter 6, we investigate the dynamics of two beam interacting at an inter

face of two nonlinear media. Here we use the two-soliton solution of NLS and carry 

out the perturbation analysis in the inverse scattering transform frame. We derive 

the evolution equations of soliton parameters using the analysis of the Hamiltonian 

formulations of the governing equation. These evolution equations form a very com

plicated system of ODEs, however, we find that the results of numerical simulation 

of full PDE and the numerical results of ODE model are in good agreement. Here we 

observed many interesting nonlinear optical switching behaviors of two such beams 

as they propagate at the interface with a verying angles of incidence and powers. 

We reduce the complicated ODE model to a simple system to do a analysis for 

a special case on a single beam propagating parallel to the interface as a trapped 

surface wave and a second beam incident at a small angle to the interface. In this 

case we obtained the expression for the effective potential for the incident beam 

from two different analyses to verify the behavior. Here we also find that a single 

beam propagating as trapped surface wave acts as a power controllable switch to 

direct the incident beam incident at a small angle to the interface. 

In Chapter 7, we discuss two numerical schemes, a relaxation method which 

IS used to solve the problem of finding the shapes of NSWs and NGWs for dif

ferent diffusion lengths, and a split step method, which is used to solve the beam 

propagation problem. 

The explicit form of the two-soliton solution of NLS is given in Appendix A. 

In Appendix B, explicit expressions of some terms appearing in the ODE model of 

Chapter 6 are given. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BASIC THEORY OF OPTICS 

In this chapter we present the basic theory of linear optics and derive the 

governing equations for the problem of interest; namely, the behavior of a light 

beam at the interface of two nonlinear dielectrics in two cases (1) when diffusion of 

the excitation is important, and (2) when two-beam interact with the interface. 

1.1 Basic Electromagnetic Theory 

Here we briefly describe some basic notions of electromagnetic theory [54] which 

are related to the problem of interest. 

1.1.1 Maxwell's Equations 

The state of excitation which is established in space by the presence of electric 

charges is said to constitute an electromagnetic field. It is represented by the electric 

field vector E, and magnetic induction E. To describe the effect of the field on 

material objects, it is necessary to introduce a second set of vectors, the electric 

current density], the electric displacement vector D, and the magnetic vector ii. 
The theory for the propagation of light was developed by Maxwell in the eigh

te\~n sixties. His equations, which involve the space and time derivatives of the five 

vectors, are 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 
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(1.3) 

(1.4) 

where p is the charge density. Adding the time derivative of Eq. (1.1) and the 

divergence of Eq. (1.4), we get 

8p .... 
-+V'·j=O at (1.5) 

which express the fact that charge is conserved in the neighborhood of any point. 

For if one integrates Eq. (1.5) over any region of volwne V, one obtains with the 

help of Gauss's theorem 

i. f p dV = - f V'.; dV = -1; n ds 
8t Jv Jv 8 

(1.6) 

This equation implies that an increase or decrease of charge in a given volume V is 

effected by the transport of charge, namely flow of current through the boundaries 

of V. 

In our studies we deal with dielectrics in which there are no free charges and in 

which no current flows, therefore p and ; will be zero. To allow a unique determi-

nation of the field equation, Eqs. (1.1) - (1.4) must be supplemented by relations 

which describe the behavior of substances under the influence of the field. These 

relations are known as material equations (constitutive relations) 

(1.7) 
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Here f is the dielectric constant (or pennittivity), J1. is called the magnetic permeabil

ity and taken as a constant equal to 1/ fOC2 where c is the speed of light in vacuwn. 

Finally P is the polarization and is zero in vacuwn. 

1.1.2 The Wave Equation and The Refractive Index 

We can obtain a single equation for the propagation of the electric field E, 
valid for both linear and nonlinear propagation, by taking the curl of Eq. (1.3) and 

using Eqs. (1.1) and (1.4), we obtain 

(1.8) 

When light propagates in a dielectric medium, the electric field induces a polariza

tion field P which depends on E. For small values of the electric field amplitude, 

and when there are no resonances between the electric field and the medium, P 

is linear in E. In the simplest case when the medium is isotropic and responds 

instantaneously to the electric field, P is simply a scalar times E, P = fOXE, where 

X is called dielectric susceptibility. Therefore jj is linear in E. Using jj = fE, f a 

constant, Eq. (1.8) becomes, 

(1.9) 

where n = v'f+X, a dimensionless number greater than or equal to tlllity, is called 

the refractive index of the mediwn. The electric field propagates according to the 

wave equation except that it's effective velocity is c/n. Equation (1.9) is the stan-

dard equation of wave motion in a linear medium. 
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1.1.3 Plane Waves 

The simplest and most fundamental electromagnetic waves are transverse, 

plane waves which can be written 

E = e(Aexp(iO) + cc.) (1.10) 

where e is a unit vector in the direction of polarization of E, A is a complex 

amplitude and 0 = kx - wt, is the phase. The vector k is cal1ed the wave vector 

and w is the frequency. 

The plane of constant phase moves in the direction of k and the distance 

between planes on which E is equal is the wave length ). = 27r / k. In order that 

the plane wave expression (1.10) satisfies the wave equation (1.9), the following 

equation 

(1.11) 

must hold. This relation is called dispersion relation and is a very basic concept in 

the theory of wave propagation. 

1.1.4 Snell's Law 

The reflection and refraction of light at a plane surface between two dielectric 

media are familiar phenomena. Here we discuss these phenomena for two types of 

electromagnetic waves called the TE and TM waves. The various aspects of the 

phenomena divide themselves into two classes. 
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1) Kinematic properties: 

~a) Angle of reflection equal angle of incidence. 

(b) Snell's law: ::~ W! = ~, where ,pI, 'l/J3 are the angle of incidence and refrac

tion and no, nI are the corresponding refractive indices. 

2) Dynamic properties: 

(a) Intensities of reflected and refracted radiation. 

(b) Phase changes and polarization. 

x 

kill 

_n~l __________ ~~ _______________ Z 

no 

Figure 1.1 Relative orientation between incident, reflected and refracted waves at the planar 

interface between two media of index no and nl. 

The kinematic properties follow immediately from the wave nature of the phe

nomena. On the other hand the dynamic properties depend entirely on the specific 

nature of the electromagnetic fields and their boundary conditions. Figure 1.1 shows 

the coordinate system and the interface between two dielectrics. The media. below 

and above the plane x = 0 have refractive indices no and nl respectively. The field 

will consist of three plane waves, an incident wave EI expi(k~x - wt), a reflected 

wave E2 exp i(k~x -wt), and a refracted wave E3 expi(k~x - wt). The wave vectors 
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in the various media have the magnitudes 

Ik~1 = wno = k' 
c 

Ik~1 = wno = k" 
c 

Ik~1 = Wnl = kIll 
C 

(1.12) 

From the electromagnetic boundary condition at x = 0, we have 

(k~ . z}x=o = (k~ . z}x=o = (k~ . z}x=o (1.13) 

We see immediately that all these wave vectors must lie in a plane. Furthermore 

from Fig. 1.1 we have 

k' . .1. k"· .1. k"'· .1. . SIn 'f/ 1 = . SIn 'f/2 =' SIn 'f/3 (1.14) 

Since k' = k", we find 1/Jl = 1/J2 j the angle of incidence equal the angle of reflection. 

Snell's law is 

sin 1/Jl k'" nl 
--=-=-

k' no 
(1.15) 

The angle of refraction 1/J3 is greater than or less than the angle of incidence 1/JI 

depending on whether no is greater than or less than nl. In particular, if no > 

nI, sin 1/J3 = no / nI sin 1/JI and 1/J3 > 1/JI j the light bends towards region of greater 

refractive index. 

The dynamic properties are contained in the boundary conditions, namely, the 

normal components of jj and B are continuous, and the tangential components of 
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E and jj are continuous. In applying these boundary conditions it is convenient 

to consider two separate situation, one in which the incident plane wave is linearly 

polarized with its polarization vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence (TE 

wave), and the other in which the polarization vector is parallel to the plane of 

incidence (TM wave). For the TE wave, the boundary conditions give 

(1.16) 

The relative amplitudes of the reflected and refracted waves can be found from Eq. 

(1.16). They are 

For the TM wave 

E2 cos -zPI - .!!l. cos -zP3 __ = ________ n~o ____ _ 

cos -zPI + ~ COS-zP3 

2 COS-zPI 
---------~----

cos -zPI + .!!l. cos -zP3 no 

HI +H2 -H3 = 0 

(HI - H2) H3 
-'-------'- cos -zPI - - cos -zP3 = 0 

no nI 

The relative amplitudes of t!J.e reflected and refracted waves are 

H 2 _ cos -zPI - ~ cos -zP3 

HI - cos -zPI + ~ cos -zP3 

H3 2COS-zPI 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 
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For normal incidence ('l/Jl = 0 = 'l/J3), Eqs. (1.17) reduce to 

E2 no - nl 
-= 
El no + nl 
E3 2no 

(1.20) --
EI no +nI 

For no < nl, the reflected field is 1800 out of phase with the incident field. 

Two aspects of the dynamical relations on reflection and refraction are worthy 

of mention. The first is that for the TM wave there is an angle of incidence, called 

Brewster's angle for which the amplitude of the reflected wave can be zero. Suppose 

no > nl, then sin 'l/J3 > sin 'l/Jl and cos 'l/J3 < cos 'l/Jl. Thus there is a value of incident 

angle 'l/Jl such that Hd HI = O. This is called Brewster's angle and defined by 

(1.21 ) 

The second phenomena is called total internal reflection. The word internal 

implies that the incident and reflected waves are in a medium of larger index of 

refraction than the refracted wave (no> nd. According to Snell's Law if no > nl 

then 'l/J3 > 'l/Jl' Consequently 'l/J3 = 7r /2 and Ed El = 1 when 'l/Jl = 'l/Jc where 

(1.22) 

For light beam incident at 'l/Jl = 'l/Jc, the refracted beam is propagated parallel to 

the surface. There can be no energy flow across the surface. If the incident angle 

'l/Jl exceeds the limiting value (critical angle) 'l/Jc, no light enters the second medium. 
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All the incident light is then reflected back into the first medium and this behavior 

is called total internal reflection. 

1.2 Behavior of a Gaussian Beam at a Dielectric Interface 

In this section we will consider the problem of a Gaussian beam that is inci

dent from a denser medium and is totally reflected at the interface with a second 

rarer dielectric medium. The interest here is the Goos-Hanchen shift [55] (lateral 

displacement) of the actual reflected beam from the position predicted by geometric

optics considerations. A comprehensive review of this phenomena was previously 

presented by Lotsch [56] and Horowitz et. al. [57]. 

This problem even though linear is very difficulty, since the incident and re

flected fields are given in terms of integrals and cannot be written in terms of 

analytical functions. The standard procedure to solve this linear problem is to con

sider the incident and reflected beams as being a superposition of plane waves and 

the problem translates into finding, for each wave, the amplitudes of the reflected 

component in terms of the amplitude of the incident component. 

1.2.1 The Reflected Field 

This subsection is devoted to a derivation of the reflected field. This field is 

expressed in tenns of an exact integral representation that is evaluated by employing 

a Fresnel approximation. The geometry that is pertinent to this consideration of a 

bounded beam incident upon the interface separating two dielectric media is shown 

in Fig. 1.2. The lower medium and the upper medium are both lossless dielectrics 

and they are characterized by refractive indices no and nl, (no > nl)' We choose 

an incident beam having a gaussian fonn 
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(1.23) 

x 

------------~~----------------z 

Figure 1.2 Geometry of incident Gaussian beam and interface. 

Therefore the incident field is given by the plane wave Fourier representation 

(1.24) 

where kx and kz are the wave numbers in the x and z directions respectively, and 

are related by the plane wave dispersion relation 

(1.25) 

A being the wavelength in the upper medium. ~(kx) is the Fourier transf~nn of the 

incident field and given by 
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1 [(kx - ksin'IjJl )2] = exp - w 
COS 'ljJl 2 cos 'ljJl 

(1.26) 

By substituting Eq. (1.26) into (1.24), we obtain an integral expression for the 

electric field for the incident beam 

1 100 [(kx - ksin'IjJl )2] Einc(x,z) = 2 'IjJ exp - 2 'IjJ W 
7r cos 1 -00 cos 1 

X exp [i(kxx + kzz/2{3)] dkx (1.27) 

When incident upon the dielectric interface the beam field of Eq. (1.27) produces 

a reflected field Ere!l 

1 100 

[ (kx - k sin 'ljJl ) 2] Ere!l = 2 'IjJ R(kx ) exp - 2 ,t. W 
7r cos 1 _ 00 cos 1f'1 

X exp [i(kxx + kzz/2{3)] dkx (1.28) 

where R( kx ) is given by 

The expression for Ere.!l as given by Eq. (1.28) cannot be written in terms 

of elementary function. We use a Fresnel approximation to obtain an approximate 

solution for Ere.!l. This approximation involves expressing kz as a function of kx 
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by expanding Eq. (1.25) about kx at the incident angle 'l/JI, namely kx = k sin 'l/JI, 

then retaining up to quadratic terms we get 

(1.29) 

Upon substituting Eq. (1.29) into Eqs. (1.27) and (1.28), the incident electric field 

takes the form 

(1.30) 

and the reflected field takes the form 

E R(k sin 'ljJd [(X cos 'l/JI ) 2] 
refl ~ r.;; exp-

V 7rWI WI 
exp( ik sin 'l/JI) (1.31 ) 

where 

The details of obtaining Eqs. (1.30) and (1.31) can be found in Ref. [57]. 

It follows that 

(1.32) 

Therefore the portion of the incident power being reflected by an interface between 

two linear dielectrics when the incoming beam is broad is given by the Fresnel 

formula evaluated at kx = k sin 'l/JI. 
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1.2.2 Goos-Hanchen Shift (Lateral Displacement) 

When total reflection occurs at a dielectric interface, the reflected beam suffers 

a shift known as the Goos-Hiinchen shift (GH) from the location predicted by geo

metrical optics. Here the reflected beam is shifted laterally relative to the incident 

beam. Figure 1.3 shows the lateral displacement D that occurs when a beam is in

cident at an angle tPI that is larger than the critical angle of total reflection tPc. The 

expression reported in the Refs [56,57] indicates that D is basically proportional to 

(tPI - tPc)-I/2, if tPI is close to tPc. However in the close neighborhood of tPI = tPc 

this derivation does not hold and the lateral displacement D = Dc at tPI = tPc is 

known to be finite. 

Figure 1.3 Goos-Hiinchen shift of actual reflected beam (solid lines) relative to geometrically 

reflected beam (dashed line). 

In Ref. [57], who derived an explicit expression for the GH shift that accounts 

both for finite beam width and for angle of incidence that are arbitrarily close to the 

critical angle of total reflection. An analysis of their expression for the beam shift 

reveals that, as the incidence angle approaches the critical angle of total reflection, 
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the beam shift approaches a constant value that is strongly dependent on the beam 

width, in contrast to the classical expression, which predicts an infinitely large 

displacement. They also found that the maximum lateral displacement occurs at 

an angle that is slightly larger than the critical angle. 

What causes the GH shift is an interference effect between the first order con

tribution and one term of the second order contribution which they refer to as the 

near-field of the lateral wave. Meanwhile the remaining terms of the second order 

contribution called the intermediate and far-fields initially propagates parallel to 

the interface leading eventually to weak radiance that trails the reflected beam. 

1.3 Dielectric Waveguides 

In the last sections, it was demonstrated that a plane wave or collimated beam 

incident upon a less dense medium at an angle exceeding the critical angle was 

totally internally reflected. The effect of the dielectric discontinuity was therefore 

to redirect or steer the incident beam away from the interface. 

Suppose now that a second boundary is introduced a distance d above the 

first creating a new geometry in which a high dielectric material called the film 

is bounded by two regions of lower refractive index. The geometry is shown in 

Fig. 1.4. Consider the situation that a collimated beam propagates in the film 

with an angle of incidence ¢l exceeding the critical angle for both upper and lower 

interfaces. Then the beam will bounce between lower and upper boundaries at the 

same angle as it travels along the z axis of the plane. Later we will see that the 

angle ¢l cannot be arbitrary but is constrained to a discrete set of values with each 

value corresponding to a waveguide mode. 

Therefore, dielectric waveguides are structures that are used to confine and 
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Figure 1.4 Geometry of slab dielectric waveguide. 

guide light in guided wave devices and integrated optical circuits. A well known 

dielectric waveguide is the optical fiber which usually has a circular cross-section. 

The simplest dielectric guide is the planar slab guide shown in Fig. 1.4. where a 

planar film of refractive index n J is sandwiched between a substrate and cladding 

material with lower refractive indices ns and nc (nJ > ns ;::: nc)' Typical differences 

between the indices of the film and the substrate range from 10-3 to 10-1 and a 

typical film thickness is 1J1m. 

1.3.1 Ray Optics of The Slab Waveguide 

In this section, we discuss the ray optical model of light propagation in a slab 

waveguide. We shall use the ray-optical picture to introduce the basic concept 

and terminology of dielectric waveguide theory including the nature of the modes 

of propagation. Here reflection and refraction at the dielectric interfaces play an 

important role in the guiding process. We have already discussed the relevant laws 

(Snell's Law and Fresnel's Formulas) and their consequences in Section 1.1.4. 

Consider, now, the asymmetric slab waveguide structure shown in Fig. 1.4. 

In general we have n J > ns > nc and two critical angle of interest .,ps for total 
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reflection from the film-substrate interface and 1/Jc < 1/JD for total reflection from the 

film-cladding interface. When the angle of incidence 1/Jl is increased, we discover 

that there are three distinct cases which are shown in Fig. 1.5. For small angles 1/Jl < 

1/J II, 1/Jc, light incident from the substrate side is refracted according to Snell's law and 

escapes from the guide through the cladding. There is essentially no confinement of 

light, and the electromagnetic mode corresponding to this case is called a radiation 

mode. When 1/Jl is increased, such that 1/Jc < 1/Jl < 1/JII' then light incident from the 

substrate is transmitted and light escapes from the structure. Again there is no 

confinement of light and this mode is called :JUb3trate radiation mode. The above 

two modes will not be discussed in this chapter, however one can find more details 

01 rodial/an iliad. 

bl lIubllrole rAodo 

~:: 
cl Qulded _do 

Figure 1.5 Zig-zag wave picture for (a) the radiation modes, (b) the substrate radiation modes, 

and (c) the guided modes in a slab waveguide. 
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In Ref. [58]. Finally when .,pI is large enough we have .,pI > .,ps, .,pc, and total 

internal reflection occurs at both interfaces. The light once it is inside, is trapped 

and confined in the film and propagates in a zig-zag path. This case corresponds 

to a guided mode of propagation which we discuss in more detail in the following 

section. 

1.3.2 Guided Modes of The Planar Slab Guides 

In this section we list the field distributions of the modes of the planar sym-

metric and asymmetric slab waveguides. We consider the structure and coordinate 

system shown in Fig. 1.4. The modal field can be derived from the wave equation 

(1.9) of Section 1.1.2. We now assume fields with a periodic time dependence which 

we write in the form 

E(x, z, t) = E(x, z) exp( iwt) + cc. (1.33) 

where E(x, z) is a complex amplitude and w is the angular frequency. Since we 

consider the planar waveguide E is y-independent. Substituting (1.33) into Eq. 

(1.9) we get 

(1.34) 

where k = w/c. 

Let us define dielectric waveguide modes as the set of electromagnetic fields 

which maintain their transverse spatial distribution while traveling along the direc

tion of propagation. If the propagation direction is chosen to be along z, then E 

and H are assumed to be of the form 



E(x,z) = E(x)exp(ij3z) + cc. 

H(x, z) = H(x) exp(ij3z) + cc. 
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(1.35) 

where 13 is the propagation constant. Applying Eq. (1.35) into Eq. (1.34) we arrive 

at a wave equation for the y-component of the field E 

(1.36) 

The field distributions of the guided modes can be obtained from the wave equation. 

Here we have to distinguish between modes of TE and modes of TM polarization. 

In accordance with the wave equation we define various transverse decay (-;'i) 

and propagation constants (ki) by 

k} = n}k2 
_ 132 

k2 = n 2 k2 _ a 2 = _"V
2 

8 8 ~ 18 (1.37) 

where the subscripts s, f and c refer to substrate, film and cladding respectively. 

1.3.2.1 The Symmetric Slab Waveguides 

To obtain an understanding of the behavior of guided wave solutions we con

sider first for simplicity the symmetric slab structure where ns = nco Such a ge

ometry could correspond for example to an idealization of a glass microscope slide 

surrounded by air. 
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TE modes 

Now we are going to find the TE mode waveguide solution which by definition 

has the electric field polarized along y-direction. The form of the field distribution 

for the TE mode of the symmetric guide is 

E(x) = A {cos(kfX) 
2 sin(kfx) 

±A1e-Yx 

x>.!! 
2 

(1.38) 

where I = Ie = IS. Because of the waveguide symmetry with respect to x axis, it 

is sufficient to match boundary condition at x = d/2; those at x = -d/2 then will 

be satisfied automatically. Applying these boundary condition at x = d/2 yields, 

for the even modes 

and we obtain the electric field distribution 

cos( k fd/2)e--y(x-d/2) 

and for the odd modes 

and the electric field distribution 

x>.4 
2 

(1.39) 

(1.40) 

(1.41 ) 



sine k jd/2)e-'Y(x-d/2) 

E(x) = A2 sin(kjx) 

sine k jd/2)e'Y(x+d/2) 

From Eqs. (1.37) with n/J = nc and"'( = "'(c = "'(/J, we get 

where .6.n2 = n} - n;. 

x>!! 2 

The dispersion relation for even mode is, therefore, given by 

(k d/ ) 
= J(.6.nd/2)2 - (k j d/2)2 

tan j 2 kjd/2 

-10 -

Figure 1.6 Graphical solution to the dispersion relation. 
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(1.42) 

(1.43) 

(1.44) 

The left and right side ofthis relation are plotted in Fig. 1.6 for several values of 

parameter (.6.nd/2) with the intersection points representing the allowed solutions. 
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Note that in general more than one solution exists for a given value of (6.nd/2). 

Let the pth solution be denoted by (kf )p. Then for any mode solution 

p7r < (kf )pd/2 < (p + 1/2)7r P = 0,1,2, .... (1.45) 

Further, from Eq. (1.37) the propagation constant associated with the pth mode {3p 

is also uniquely determined by {3p = J n}k2 - (k f )~. 

TM modes 

The solution for TM modes can be obtained directly by making use of duality. 

The dual dispersion relation for the even mode becomes 

(1.46) 

The field distribution for the even mode is then 

cos( k fd/2)e-'Y(x-d/2) x>.4 2 

H(x)=A2 cos(kfx) Ixl:::; ~ (1.47) 

cos(k fd/2)e'Y(x+d/2) d x <-'2 

and for the odd mode is 

sin( k fd/2)e-'Y(x-d/2) x>.4 
2 

H(x) = A2 sin(kfx) Ixl:::; ~ (l,4S) 

sin( k fd/2)e'Y(x+d/2) x <_.4 
2 

A more general analysis for TM modes is presented in the next section. 
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1.3.2.2 The Asymmetric Slab Waveguides 

Although the symmetric waveguide structure is particularly easy to analyze the 

asymmetric geometry in the more useful one. In particular such a guiding structure 

generally consists of a glass substrate upon which a thin slightly higher refractive 

glass layer has been sputtered. The low refractive index, cladding, above the guiding 

layer is generally air. 

TE modes 

The form of the field distribution for TE modes in the asymmetric waveguide 

IS 

x>.!l. 
2 

d x <-2" 

(1.49) 

where IC, 13 and kf are defined in Eq. (1.37). Applying boundary conditions that 

E and aE / ax be continuous at the boundaries x = ±d/2, we have 

tan(kf d/2 + 8) = IC 
kf 

tan(kf d/2 _ 8) = 13 
kf 

Note that tan x = tan(x ± mr). Eq. (1.50) can be written as 

kf d/2 + 8 = 1/2<l>JE ± mr 

kf d/2 - 8 = 1/2<l>;E ± m:;r 

(1.50) 

(1.51a) 

(1.51b) 



where 

g?JE = 2 tan-1 (z;) 
g?;E = 2tan-1 (z;) 

Adding Eq. (1.51a) and (1.51b), we get 
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(1.52) 

Relation (1.52) is the guidance condition for the asymmetric waveguide. Its so

lution is obtained by expressing all quantities in term of either k f or f3 and then 

solving either graphically or numerically. In general, there is more than one solution 

corresponding to different values of p and representing different waveguide modes. 

Once the guidance condition has been solved for a particular mode the corre-

sponding fields in all three regions can be obtained by using the boundary condi

tions. The resulting fields are given by 

E(x) = A2 cos(kfx + 0) 

cos( k fd/2 - O)e-r. (x+d/2) 

where 0 is given by either Eq. (1.51a) or (1.51b). 

TM modes 

x>!! 
2 

(1.53) 

The solution for TM modes is obtained from the corresponding wave equation 

for H 



Therefore the field solutions for the guided modes are 

H(x) = A2 cos(kfx + ()') 

x>.!! 
2 

Ixl ~ ~d, 
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(1.54) 

(1.55) 

Applying the boundary conditions and by making use of duality, the dual guidance 

condi tion becomes 

where 

cpTM = 2 tan- l (n}/c) 
c n 2 k 

s f 

cpTM = 2 tan- l (n}/s) 
s n 2 k 

s f 

l~ence the resulting fields are given by 

H(x) = A2 cos(kfx + ()') 

cos(kfd/2 - ()')e'Y·(x+d/2) 

x>.!! 2 

where ()' is given by the dual of either expression (1.51a) or (1.51b). 

(1.56) 

(1.57) 
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Dispersion Relation 

To obtain a more precise w - f3 diagram for the asymmetric slab guide, the 

guidance condition must be solved numerically for f3 at a number of frequencies. 

To make the results of such a numerical evaluation more broadly applicable, we 

introduce a normalization that combines several guide parameters. A frequency 

parameter v which is normalized to the film thickness is defined by 

(1.58) 

and then a normalized guide index b related to the effective index N(= fJ/k -

(1.59) 

The index b is zero at cutoff and approaches unity far away from it. Finally we 

introduce a measure for the asymmetry of the waveguide structure defined by 

(1.60) 

This measure applies to the TE-modes and varies from zero for the symmetric 

waveguide to 00 for strong asymmetric (n s =1= n c , ns ~ n f) with the above normal

ization, the dispersion relation (1.52) for TE mode becomes 

vv'f=b = p7r + tan- l Jb/(1 - b) + tan-1 y'(b + a)/(1 - b) (1.61) 
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A numerical evaluation of the above expression yields a normalized w vs {3 

diagram as shown in Fig. 1.7 for the first three modes p = 0,1,2 and for different 

asymmetric measures. Setting b = v = 0 in the dispersion relation (1.61) we 

determine the cutoff frequency Vo of the fundamental mode as 

Vo = tan-1 Va (1.62) 
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Figure 1.7 Normalized w - {3 diagram of planar slab waveguide showing the guide index b as 

a function of the normalized thickness V of first three modes for several values of the asymmetry 

measure. 

The cutoff frequency Vn of the nth order mode is 

Vn = Vo + n1f' (1.63) 

from which we obtain an approximate formula for the number of guided modes 
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allowed in the waveguide, which is 

(1.64) 

For the TM mode, we get cutoff conditions of the same form as for the TE 

mode and w - f3 diagrams that are very similar. In fact, when the index differences 

(n, - ns) are small, we can apply the diagram of Fig. 1.7 to the TM modes. 

However, these statements are only correct if we define the asymmetry measure in 

a somewhat different manner namely, by 

(1.65) 

1.4 Nonlinear Optics 

Numerous optical phenomena including lasers have been discovered since 1960. 

One could ask, can the optical properties of a medium depend upon the intensity 

of radiation? In the pre-laser era the answer to this question was simply "no". 

The basis for this conclusion is that the field strengths of the conventional light 

sources (103 V jcm) used before the advent of lasers, were much smaller than the 

field strengths of atomic and inter-atomic fields (107 to 1010 V jcm). Therefore, it 

is natural that a light wave with such a low intensity is not able to affect atomic 

fields to the extent of changing optical parameters. The high degree of coherence 

of the laser radiation has, however, made it possible to have extremely high spatial 

concentration of light power. It is now possible to generate 1 MW pulses, lasting 

a few tenths of nanoseconds, using moderately powerful lasers. At such high fields, 

the relationship between the electric polarization P and the field strength E ceases 
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to be linear and some interesting nonlinear effects come to the fore. Bloembergen 

[59] played an important role in establishing the theoretical framework of nonlinear 

optics. 

1.4.1 Harmonic Generation 

Nonlinear properties in the optical region have been demonstrated by the har

monic generation of light, observed for the first time by Franken et. al. in 1961 [60]. 

They observed ultraviolet light at twice the frequency of ruby laser light (A = 6943 

A), when the light was made to traverse a quartz crystal. This experiment attracted 

widespread attention and marked the beginning of the experimental and theoretical 

investigation of nonlinear optical properties. 

RUBY PHOTO CELL 

ChD +-:~ w~ iJ ~2:: 2w, w2 
FIL TER QUARiZ TRANV.~ISSION 

FOR CRY HAl .. 
RUBY LASEP SLAB Frl. TER. 

Figure 1.8 Experimental set up of Second Harmonic Generation. 

A simpler scheme for this experiment is shown in Fig. 1.8. A ruby laser beam 

(A = 6943 A) with average power of the order of 10 kW is focused on a quartz slab. 

The transmitted light then was passed through a filter which cuts off the red light 

and allows uv light to pass through. The emerging light was incident on a photocell. 

Radiation with wavelength A = 3471 A and the power of 1 m W was observed in the 

transmitted light. Now we are going to see how one can account for this change in 

frequency. 
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A dielectric medium when placed in an electric field is polarized, if the medium 

does not have a transition at the frequency of the field. The polarization P is given 

by 

(1.66) 

where X is dielectric susceptibility of the medium. The quantity X is a constant only 

in the sense of being independent of E; its magnitude is a function of the frequency. 

With sufficiently intense laser radiation the relation (1.66) does not valid and has 

to be generalized to 

(1.67) 

where X(l) is the same as X in (1.66); the coefficients X(2), X(3), .... define the degree 

of nonlinearity and are known as nonlinear susceptibilities. If the field is low, as it 

is in the case of ordinary light source, only the first term of (1.67) can be retained. 

It is for this reason that the pre-laser optics is known as linear optics. Bigher the 

value of the electric field, more significant become the higher order terms. It may 

be noted that optical characteristics of a medium, such as dielectric permittivity, 

refractive index etc., which depend upon susceptibility, also become functions of the 

field strength E, if it is sufficiently high. The medium of which the polarization is 

described by a nonlinear relation of the type (1.67) is called a "nonlinear medium" 

and the post-laser optics is called nonlinear optics. 

Suppose now that the field incident on a medium has the form 

E = Eo coswt (1.68) 
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Substituting this into Eq. (1.67), we have 

(1.69) 

Using the trigonometric relations for cos2 wt and cos3 wt, we have 

P = %fOX(2) E5 + fO (x(l) + ~X(3) E5) Eo coswt 

1 1 + 2fOX(2) E5 cos 2wt + '4fOX(3) Eg cos 3wt + ..... (1.70) 

The first term is a constant term. It gives rise to a dc field across the medium. 

The effect of which is of comparatively little practical importance. The second 

follows the external polarization and is called the first or fundamental harmonic of 

polarization; the third oscillates at frequency 2w and is called second harmonic of 

polarization, the fourth is called the third harmonic of polarization which oscillates 

at frequency 3w. 

There are many nonlinear optical phenomena have been discovered, namely, 

Second Harmonic Generation, Third Harmonic Generation, Optical Mixing, Para-

metric Generation of Light, Self-Focusing of Light etc. Here we are not going to 

elaborate all of these but we will talk about the Self-Focusing of Light only because 

it is related to the problem of interest. 

1.4.2 Self-Focusing of Light 

The refractive index of a material is related to the susceptibility by the relation, 

which is also given in Section 1.1.2, 
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n= J1+X (1.71) 

Since the susceptibility X is a function of the field E, n depends on E. This de

pendence of the refractive index on the field strength gives rise to a nonlinear effect 

called self-focusing of intense light beam. 

Self-focusing does not alter the frequency of the light waves. Therefore, we 

consider only the second term in the relation (1. 70) which describes the fundamental 

harmonic, 

(1. 72) 

The expression for the refractive index consequently is 

(1. 73) 

We write this as 

(1.74) 

where we have put 

(1.75) 

which gives the dielectric pennittivity of the linear medium, and 



3 (3) 2 
€nl = -X EO 
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(1. 76) 

is a nonlinear increment in the expression for dielectric permittivity. Since €nl < < €l, 

we can write n in a simple form 

(1. 77) 

where n, = fo is the refractive index of the linear medium and 

(1. 78) 

is the nonlinear increment in the expression for the refractive index. We thus, see 

that the refractive index of a nonlinear medium is proportional to the square of the 

amplitude of the field, that is, to the intensity. Now the intensity of a laser beam 

is not constant over its cross-section, it peaks at the axis of the beam and falls off 

gradually away from the axis. The velocity of the light wave is given by v = c/n. 

Since n decreases owing to the falling of the intensity of the light beam, the velocity 

increases with the distance away from the axis. Consequently, a plane wave-front 

incident on material becomes concave as it propagates through the medium and 

contracts towards the axis. In other words it self-focuses, after which it propagates 

as a narrow light fiber. 

1.5 Governing Equations 

The problem of interest involves the existence of the nonlinear surface waves 

(NSWs), nonlinear guided waves (NGWs) and the propagation of collimated light 
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beams in two or more adjoining diffusive nonlinear dielectric media. Bere we in-

vestigate the role of diffusion in modifying one or more interface stationary NSW 

and NGW shapes, power characteristics and their stability and the beam propa

gation characteristics such as reflection, transmission and self-trapping. We also 

interested in understanding the behavior of two beam interaction at the interface 

of two nonlinear diffusionless dielectrics. 

10 ) Ib) 

Figure 1.9 (a) Sketch of the planar waveguide geometry. We consider the interface separating 

two nonlinear media with no > nl and 0 < ao < aI, (b) Beam interaction geometry defining 

the incident angle 1/Ji. 

We consider the geometry (see Fig. 1.9) such that the plane that describes the 

waveguide will be the x - z plane, z is the propagation direction, x is the transverse 

direction and the interface will be located at x = O. Figure 1.9 also shows the beam 

incident at a small angle 1/Ji to the interface separating the two diffusive nonlinear 

dielectric media. The squared refractive index in each medium is assumed to be of 

Kerr-type and also depends on the diffusion of the excitation density. Since we are 

considering a planar waveguide, therefore the electric field is y-independent. 
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In this chapter we will derive the propagation equation from Maxwell's equa-

tions. Since the medium is diffusive, the propagation equation consists a set of two 

coupled equations. One can be expressed in terms of a partial differential equation 

which is called Nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS), and the other is the nonlin

ear mechanism, that might be interpreted as the excitation density and expressed 

by a diffusion equation. 

1.5.1 Derivation of Equations 

Let E be the electric filed and P be the polarization. Assuming no free charge, 

no current density and no magnetization, the wave equation that governs optical 

wave propagation in a medium is derived from Maxwell's equation in Section 1.1.2 

and written as (see Eq. (1.18)) 

... - 2 ... 1 82 ... 
\7(\7. E(x, z, t)) - \7 E(x, z, t) = - c2 8t2 D(x, z, t) (1. 79) 

where the displacement vector is 

D(x,z,t) = foE(x,z,t) + P(x,z,t) 

We assume the field will be monochromatic in time with frequency w. Therefore 

we have that 

... ... iwt ... ... iwt 
E(x, z, t) = E(x, z)e + cc. D(x, z, t) = D(x, z)e + cc. (1.80) 

Bere we will only consider transverse electric (TE) waves where the electric vector 

is oriented transverse to the plane of incidence. For TE wave solutions we write the 

electric field 
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E(x,z) = fjE (1.81a) 

and 

D(x, z) = fjERE (1.81b) 

where ER describes the excitation of the medium. Since E is y-independent, \1. E = 
BE/By = O. Substituting Eqs. (1.80) and (1.81) into Eq. (1.79), the propagation 

equation becomes a simple scalar equation for E, 

(1.82) 

where k = ~. We write th~ excitation ER, which charaterizes the physical proparties 

of a medium, as 

(1.83) 

where n is a linear refractive index and the quantity N called the nonlinear excita

tion density and obeys the diffusion equation 

(1.84) 

Bere ld is the transverse characteristic diffusion length and a is the nonlinear refrac

tive index coefficient. Note that for Id ~ 0, we have N ~ a1E12, which describes a 

local Kerr-type nonlinearity, but Eq. (1.84) describes a diffusive Kerr-type medium. 

Equation (1.84) provides an approximate model for the types of diffusive nonlinear

ities which arise in semiconductor media. Specifically Eq. (1.84) models electronic 
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nonlinearities arising from mobile charge carriers [53] and also thermal effects arising 

from laser heating [61]. 

Finally we will make the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA), which 

means the field varies slowly in the z directions. We write the field E as 

E(x, z) = F(x, z)e-i/Jkz + ee. (1.85) 

where {:J is the effective wavenumber, sometimes called the waveguide mode. The 

size of {:J is of the order of the refractive index of either medium. Since the envelope 

F slowly changes in z compared to the wavelength, we neglect the second derivative 

term in z compared with the other terms, I ~:; I « l{:Jk ~~ I "J I ~:; I "J 1({:J2 -

n2)k2 FI « l{:JkFI, then the propagation equations become 

. 8F 82F 
2z{:Jk- + - - ({:J2 - £R)k2 F = 0 

8z 8x2 (1.86a) 

(1.86b) 

and 

(1.86c) 

Now we introduce the scaled variables x' = kx, z' = kz and kid = r and dropping 

the primes we obtain the dimensionless form 

. 8F 82F 2 
2z{:J- + - - ({:J - £R)F = 0 

8z 8x2 (1.87) 
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We consider the interface is at x = 0 and the excitation &R is discontinuous at 

the interface with &R = n5 + N(x, IFI2) for the medium to the left of the interface 

(x < 0) and &R = ni + N(x, IFI2) for the medium to the right of the interface 

(x > 0) as shown in Fig 1.9. The quantity N is expressed as 

(1.88) 

where Ti and Gi i = 0, (1) are respectively the characteristic diffusion length and 

nonlinear refractive index coefficient of the left(right)-hand medium. 

Since we are studying the TE waves, the electric and magnetic field components 

tangential to the plane of incidence are continuous at the interface, therefore both 

F and Fx are continuous across the interface. For a bounded solution localized 

near the interface, we require that F and Fx -+ 0 as x -+ ±oo. We will discuss the 

boundary condition for the quantity N in Chapter 2, where we study the behavior 

of the NSWs. Here we should point out that, since the paraxial approximation 

[74] is used here, the field varies slowly in the longitudinal direction, allowing us to 

neglect longitudinal diffusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STATIONARY NONLINEAR SURFACE WAVES 

In this chapter we determine the existence of the nonlinear surface waves 

(NSW s) and investigate the role of diffusion in modifying single-interface NSW 

shapes, power characteristics and their stability. Earlier studies of this problem 

dealt exclusively with the diffusionless case [1,2,21-24,39]. These studies showed 

the existence of stationary TE NSW s at the interface separating a linear-nonlinear 

and nonlinear-nonlinear dielectric media when the nonlinear medium showed a pos-

itive cubic nonlinear response to the applied electromagnetic field. Here we extend 

this earlier analysis to include diffusion of the excitation giving rise to the refractive 

nonlinearity, numerically determining the stationary NSW shapes and their stability 

for a variety of diffusion lengths. 

The stationary state can be obtained from Eq. (1.87) by setting ozF - o. 

Therefore the equations for stationary TE-waves are 

x:S;o (2.1) 

and 

x~o (2.2) 

where the parameters qi = .J /32 - n~ i = 0,1. The boundary conditions for the 

field are, F and oxF continuous at the interface and F = oxF = 0 at x = ±oo. 
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The boundary condition for N will be discussed in Section 2.2, which deals with 

the diffusive problem. 

2.1 Nondiffusive Media 

In this section we discuss the diffusionless problem because it is relevant for 

comparing the diffusionless problem with the diffusive problem when the diffusion 

length goes to zero. Here we do not give all the details of the calculation, however 

these can be found in Refs. [22-24]. The equation for the diffusionless problem can 

be obtained from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) by setting the diffusion length parameters 

ro = rl = o. Therefore the stationary state equation becomes 

(2.3) 

This is a simple homogeneous ordinary differential equation, the analytical solutions 

to this equation exist and can be found easily. 

a) Linear-Nonlinear Interface 

We first consider the case of linear-nonlinear interface, here the left hand 

medium is linear, ao = o. Therefore Eq. (2.3) becomes 

x ~ 0 (2.4) 

and 

J2F 2 2 
dx 2 - ql F + allFl F = 0 x~O (2.5) 
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Equation (2.4) supports an exponentially decaying solution. For a given (:J a solution 

of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) is given by 

X<o 

(2.6) 

X>o 

which has a peak on the right-hand medium with an evanescent tail in the linear 

medium. 

b) Nonlinear-Nonlinear Interface 

Here we consider the case of nonlinear-nonlinear interface. In this case, for a 

given {:J, two types of stationary solutions exist and are given by 

and 

where 

{ 

(;0 )1/2 qo sech[qo(x - xo)] 

F+(x) = 

(;1 )1/2 q1 sech[q1(X - Xl)] 

{ 

(;0 )1/2 qo sech[qo(x + xo)] 

F-(x) = 

(;1 )1/2 q1 sech[q1 (X + xt}] 

__ 1_1 1 + r(l _ p.2)1/2 
Xo - 2 n 1/2 

qo 1-r(1-p.2) 

x<o 

x>o 

x<o 

x>o 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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A necessary condition for the existence of these solutions is that f32 > n5 > ni. In 

order to have a real solution, we require J.L2 < 1. This impose a condition on f3, 

namely 

f32 f32 2 6. 2 > min = n l + -1-- > no 
-0' 

(2.9) 

These solutions which we refer to as P+(x) and P-(x), correspond to NSWs whose 

peaks are located at x = Xl > 0 and x = -Xo < 0 respectively. Note that, in the 
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Figure 2.1 Graphs of (a) effective wave nwnber f3 VB. power P, (b) peak position vs. power 

P for a linear-nonlinear interface (0' = 0). The solid line represents the stable region and dashed 

line represents the unstable region. 
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linear-nonlinear case the P-(x) solution no longer exists. The total power P = 
J~oo IPI2 dx of p+ and P- are given by 

0.7 
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p 

(2.10) 

Figure 2.2 Graphs of (a) effective wave number f3 vs. power P, (b) peak position vs. power 

P for a nonlinear-nonlinear interface (a = 0.25). The solid line represents the stable region and 

dashed line represents the unstable region. 

This total power is plotted in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 against the effective wavenumber 

f3 and the peak position of the solution for a linear-nonlinear interface (a = 0) and 

a nonlinear-nonlinear interface (a = 0.25) respectively. The solid line represents the 

stable region and the dashed line represents the unstable region. The important 

region of the equilibrium branches are lettered. The region ABCD corresponds 

to the p+ solution and DE corresponds to P- solution. The point C denotes the 
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critical power Pc. The question of stability of these NSW's are answered in Ref. [21] 

for the case of linear-nonlinear interface and in Ref. [22] for the case of nonlinear

nonlinear interface. In Ref. [21], it was found that the positive slope (~; > 0) 

branch of power vs. f3 curve is stable for the linear-nonlinear interface problem. 

Aceves et al. found that this is not true in general in the case of nonlinear-nonlinear 

interface. They also found that the potion ABC of the F+ branch is always stable, 

whereas the region CD is unstable and the entire region DE of F- is always unstable. 

The complete stability properties of stationary NSWs have been discussed in Ref. 

[22] with the aid of the recently developed equivalent particle theory [24]. 

In the next section we are going to discuss the NSWs shapes and their stability 

in diffusive media and compare the results with the above diffusionless case. 

2.2 Diffusive Media 

Finding a solution to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) is more difficult than it was for the 

diffusionless case. Here we must solve the coupled ordinary differential equations in 

F and N to find the shapes of the NSW. Since an analytical solution is not generaly 

available due to the nature of the nonlinearity, the solution has to be determined 

numerically. The boundary conditions for the field are, F and Fx continuous at 

the interface and F = Fx = 0 at x = ±oo. The boundary condition for N at the 

interface will depend on whether or not diffusion is permitted across the interface 

[53]. Therefore we consider two types of boundary conditions namely, 

(a) Diffusion is not permitted across the interface (zero flux). 

dN - 0 
dx - at x = 0 and N - dN - 0 

- dx - at x = ±oo 

(b) Diffusion is permitted across the interface (finite flux). 

(2.11a) 



and N - dN - 0 - dx - at x = ±oo 
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(2.11b) 

which could model respectively a glass-liquid interface and a solid-solid interface. 

These boundary conditions ensure that the solutions to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are 

localized at the interface. By manipulating Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) we determine the 

Hamiltonian H on both sides of the interface such that 

dH =0 
dx 

where H is given by 

{ 

0' (dP)2 + l,2(dN)2 _ 0' q2F2 _lN2 +0' NF2 o dx 2 0 dx 0 0 2 0 

H= 
0' (dP)2 + l,2(dN)2 _ 0' q2 F2 _ IN2 + 0' NF2 

1 dx 2 1 dx 1 1 2 1 

(2.12) 

x<O 

(2.13) 

x>O 

The Hamiltonian is independent of x. From the boundary conditions for the field F 

and excitation density N at x = ±oo and Eq. (2.11), we find that H = O. Therefore 

we have the conservation law 

x<O (2.14) 

and 

x>O (2.15) 

in both media. The conservation law is used as a check on the accuracy of the 

numerical method of finding the NSW in Chapter 7. 
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2.2.1 Linear-Nonlinear Interface 

Here the left-hand medium is linear (ao = 0) and the peak of the solution 

would be on the right-hand side with the evanescent tail on the left-hand side as in 

the case of diffusionless problem. Rescale the electric field F by val F = F' and 

dropping the prime, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) become 

x:::;o (2.16) 

and 

x;:::o (2.17) 

and the conservation law (2.15) becomes 

(
dF)2 1 2 (dN)2 2F2 1 N2 NF2 - + -r - - q - - + = 0 dx 2 1 dx 1 2 x>o (2.18) 

For a physical solution to the linear medium we require 

x<o (2.19) 

Since F and Fx are required to be continuous at the interface we have 

dF 
dx Ix=o = qoFo (2.20) 
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where Fo = F+(O). In the case of finite flux across the interface, the boundary 

condition for ~~ at the interface is 

dN 1 
-Ix=o = -No 
dx rl 

(2.21) 

where No = N(O). By substituting Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) into Eq. (2.18) at the 

interface x = 0, we get 

FJ[No - (n~ - ni)] = ° (2.22) 

Thus for F~ =f. 0, we have No = n6 - n~. Therefore the boundary condition on ~~ 

at the interface is 

dN =0 
dx 

in the case where diffusion is not permitted across the interface and 

dN (n5 - ni) 

in the case where diffusion is permitted across the interface. 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

The numerical methods, which are employed to solve this problems are dis

cussed in detail in Chapter 7. The solution p+ for Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) is found 

as a function of the effective f3 by using that numerical method. The conserved 

quantity given by Eq. (2.18) is monitored as a check on all of these computations. 

The total power P (= J IF 12 dx) is also calculated numerically. We will now dis

cuss the effect of increasing diffusion on the shapes of the NSWs, on their stability 
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and in modifying the threshold power for their existence in the case of an interface 

separating linear-nonlinear medium. 
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Figure 2.3 Plots of solutions P (solid line) and N (dashed line) vs. X for the diffusion length 

rl = 1.0, f3 = 0.5 and for both boundary conditions (a) zero flux and (b) finite flux. 

Typical plots of electric filed P+(x) and the excitation density N(x) for the 

diffusion length rl = 1.0, f3 = 0.5 and for both types of bOlllldary conditions (a) 

zero flux and (b) finite flux are given in Fig. 2.3. The solid line represents the 

P+(x) solution and the dashed line represents the N(x) solution. The shapes of 

the field amplitudes of the P+(x) NSW and the corresponding excitation density 

profiles N(x) are plotted against the transverse coordinate x in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 

for various diffusion lengths ranging from 0.125 to 8.0 for both boundary conditions 

zero and finite flux across the interface. In Fig. 2.4 the power in the P+ solution 

increases with scaled diffusion length rl and remains localized at the interface. The 
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corresponding excitation density N(x) goes from being an increasing function of x 

immediately to the right of the interface for small values of rl to being a decreasing 

function of x for large values of rl. This change in behavior will be seen to be 

consistent with our analytic predictions in Section 2.3. In Figure 2.5, as diffusion 
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Figure 2.4 Plots of NSW and excitation density (N) vs. X for varying diffusion lengths ranging 

from 0.125 to 8.0, f3 = 0.7 and for the zero flux boundary condition. 
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Figure 2.5 Same parameters as Fig. 2.4 except that for the finite flux boundary condition. 
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increases, the field shapes gradually broaden and move into the nonlinear medium 

along with an accompanying broadening of corresponding excitation density profile. 

The latter profile is almost completely destroyed for the largest value of the diffusion 

length rl = 8.0. The threshold power behavior and stability characteristics of 

the stationary NSW s as a function of excitation diffusion can be understand by 

inspecting the power versus f3 curves in Fig. 2.6 for both boundary conditions 

(2.11a) and (2.l1b). Figure 2.6 shows the power P vs f3 characteristics as a function 

of scaled diffusion lengths rl = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.5 for both sets of boundary 

conditions (2.l1a) and (2.l1b) above. The diffusionless case rl = 0 is included for 

reference. These results clearly show that the stationary NSW characteristic curve 
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0.6 
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0.3 

0.7 (b) 
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0.3 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 

P 

Figure 2.6 Power P vs. effective index f3 for different values of the scaled diffusion length ri. 

Stable branches of stationary NSW's are denoted by solid lines and unstable branches are denoted 

by dashed lines. In (a) zero flux, (b) finite flux boundary conditions. 
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shifts rapidly to higher power as the diffusion length increases, for both cases. How

ever, the shift to higher powers proceeds faster with the increasing diffusion length 

for the case where diffusion can occur into the neighboring linear medium. This 

is reasonable, since the finite flux boundary condition leads to a loss of excitation 

across the interface and accompanying reduction in the effectiveness of the nonlin-

earity in comparison to the zero flux case. Computed field profiles in Figs. 2.4 and 

2.5 support this interpretation showing little shift in the NSW peak when there is 

no diffusion across the interface. Figure 2.7 which shows the graph of critical power 

Pc versus scaled diffusion length clearly demonstrates a more gradual shift to higher 

powers in the case where no diffusion occurs into the linear medium. 
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Figure 2.7 Plot of the critical power Pc, corresponding to the minimum in each charateristic 

in Fig. 2.6 against qr, the diffusion length scaled to the charateristic NSW width (q-l). The 

dashed curve corresponds to zero flux and solid one to finite flux. 

Stability of these NSW's was tested numerically by propagating the initial sta

tionary F and N wave envelopes, corresponding to fixed points on the characteristic 

curves in Fig. 2.6, along the interface. The propagation equations are given in Eqs. 
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(1.87) and (1.88). The evanescent tail of the NSW is independent of N in the linear 

medium. The dashed regions corresponding to the negative sloped branches in Fig. 

2.6 are unstable, while the solid positively sloped regions are stable to propaga

tion along the interface. This stability is consistent with earlier predictions for the 

diffusionless case [21,39]. 

2.2.2 Nonlinear-Nonlinear Interface 

In this section we compute the TE NSW profiles and investigate the effect of 

diffusion in modifying shapes and power versus effective wave index characteristics 

and their stability at the interface of two nonlinear media. The case of adjoining 

nonlinear media with differing linear and nonlinear material constants plus differing 

diffusion coefficients leads to a much more complicated problem requiring analysis 

of three separate cases, namely, (1) the right-hand medium is diffusive (ro = 0 and 

rl t= 0 and zero flux to the left across the interface), (2) the left-hand medium is 

diffusive (ro t= 0 and rl = 0 and zero flux to the right across the interface) and 

(3) both the left-hand and the right-hand media are diffusive and the diffusion is 

permitted across the interface (ro t= 0 and rl t= 0). 

In this study we choose the linear refractive index mismatch ~(= n5 -ni) = 0.1 

and the nonlinear coefficient mismatch ratios a(= ~) = 0.25 and 0.5. To find the 

NSWs at the interface of two nonlinear media, we numerically solve Eqs. (2.1) and 

(2.2) with the boundary conditions (2.11a) and (2.11b). 

In case (1), where the left-hand medium is nondiffusive (7·0 = 0), the nonlinear 

contribution N = aoF2 for x < O. The two types of analytical solution F+ and F

of Eq. (2.1) are given by 



and 

where 

2 1/2 

P+(x) = C~o) qo sech[qo(x - xo)] 

2 1/2 

P-(x) = C~o) qo sech[qo(x + xo)] 

1 l+A 
xo=-ln--

2qo 1- A 
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x<O (2.25) 

x<O (2.26) 

and Po = F+(O) (or F-(O)) has to be determined from the right-hand side solution. 

To find the solution for the right-hand side we will solve Eq. (2.2) numerically with 

the boundary condition (2.11a). 

In case (2), where the right-hand medium is nondiffusive (rl = 0), the nonlinear 

contribution N = CX l P 2 for x > o. The two families of solution F+ and F- of Eq. 

(2.2) are given by 

and 

where 

1 l+B 
Xl =-In--

2ql 1- B 

x>O (2.27) 

x>O (2.28) 
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and Fl = F+(O) (or F-(O» has to be determined from the left-hand side solution. 

This solution can be found by solving Eq. (2.1) numerically and employing the 

boundary condition given by Eq. (2.11a). 

/ In case (3), where both media are diffusive, the solution of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) 

has to be computed numerically over the entire domain. In this case, if the diffusion 

coefficient is discontinuous at the interface (ro =1= rl), then we have to use a special 

numerical method to solve Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). This numerical method which will 

be employed for all three cases above is discussed in Chapter 7. 

Two families of solutions F+ and F- for Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are found as 

a function of the effective index (3 by using the numerical method that described 

in Chapter 7. In the limit of zero diffusion, these NSW shapes correspond to 

the solution pair discussed earlier in Section 2.1 for two nonlinear self-focusing 

media. The total power P is calculated numerically and monitored for both types 

of solutions. The effect of increasing diffusion in changing the shapes of the NSWs, 

in influencing their stability and in modifying the threshold power for their existence 

will now be discussed. 

The shapes of the field amplitudes of the F+(x) and F-(x) NSW and the 

corresponding excitation density profiles N(x) are plotted against the transverse 

coordinate x in Figs. 2.8-2.13 for various diffusion lengths ranging from 0.125 to 

8.0 for cases (1), (2) and (3). In case (3) where both media are diffusive, the field 

shapes and excitation density profiles are shown for the same value of the diffusion 

length on both sides of the interface i.e. f = ro = rl' This special case is chosen 

in order to illustrate how the independent analysis in the next section supports our 

numerical findings. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 correspond to case (1), where the right-hand 

medium is diffusive (zero flux to the left across the interface). In Fig. 2.8 the power 
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in the F+ solution increases with scaled diffusion length rl and remains localized 

at the interface. The corresponding excitation density N(x) goes from being an 

increasing function of x immediately to the right of the interface for small values of 

4.0 4.0 

2.0 2.0 .. .. 
~ 1----' 1.0 :z 1.0 
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OL...-----'"""'-...:;..J.--....;:: ......... --= 
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Figure 2.8 Plots of NSW (F+) and excitation density (N) vs. X for varying diffusion lengths 

rl = 0.125 to 8.0, (3 = O.7and G = 0.25. Here the left-hand medium is nondiffusive. 

rl to being a decreasing function of x for large values of rl. This change in behavior 

will be seen to be consistent with our analytic predictions in the next section. In 

Fig. 2.9, the F- solution begins to move towards the interface with increasing 

scaled diffusion length and its power increases. The excitation density N(x) is a 

decreasing function of x to the immediate right of the interface for all values of rl . 

Again this numerical observation is consistent with our analysis. Figures 2.10 and 

2.11 represent case (2), where the left-hand medium is diffusive (with zero flux to 

the right acr,?ss the interface). In Fig. 2.10, F+ solution did not affected strongly 

for the full range of diffusion, since the diffusion of the excitation is in the left-hand 

medium. This behavior contrasts with that shown in Fig. 2.8 where the right-hand 

medium is diffusive, and the nonlinear self-focusing has to compete directly with 
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diffusion. The excitation density N(x) in Fig. 2.10 also did not affected strongly 

and remains an increasing function of x (not apparent on the scale of the figure) 

immediately to the left of the interface for all values of TO, consistent with our 

analytic predictions in the next section. In Fig. 2.11, The F- NSW peak is seen to 
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Figure 2.9 Plots of NSW (F-) and excitation density N vs. x. Same parameters as Fig. 2.8. 
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Figure 2.10 Plots of NSW (F+) and excitation density (N) vs. X for varying diff~ion lengths 

ro = 0.125 to 8.0, (3 = 0.7 and a = 0.25. Here the right-hand medium is nondiffusive. 
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move away from the interface and the power in the wave increases with increasing 

diffusion length roo Now the excitation density is seen to change from being a 

decreasing function to an increasing function of x immediately to the left of the 

interface as ro increases. These observations are again consistent with the analysis 
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Figure 2.11 Plots of NSW (P-) and excitation density N vs. x. Same parameters as Fig. 

2.10. 

to follow. Finally, Figs. 2.12 and 2.13 show the NSW field and excitation density 

profiles for the special case of (3) where the diffusion is uniform across the interface. 

Increased overall diffusion leads to a broadening of the field and corresponding 

excitation density profiles for each type of surface wave. The broadening is very 

effective for the P- solution with the excitation density profile for the strongest 

value of the diffusion length f = 8.0. In this case excitation density profile N(x) is 

almost destroyed (see Fig. 2.13). This is reasonable, since the P- solution localized 

in the left-hand medium and this wave not strongly focused due to the low self

focusing nonlinearity (0'0 < 0'1)' In general, the local behavior of the excitation 

density is complicated when both media are diffusive, depending, on the slope of 
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the field at the interface as well as on the other physical parameters such as the 

ratio of the nonlinear coefficients a and the effective index {3. 
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Figure 2.12 Plots of NSW (F+) and excitation density (N) vs. X for varying diffusion lengths 

f = ro = rl = 0.125 to 8.0, {3 = 0.7 and a = 0.25. Here the both media are diffusive and the 

diffusion is uniform. 
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Figure 2.13 Plots of NSW (F-) and excitation density N vs. x. Same parameters as Fig. 

2.12. 
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The threshold power behavior and stability characteristics of the stationary 

NSW s as a function of excitation diffusion will be discussed by inspecting the power 

versus f3 curves in Figs. 2.14-2.16, for each of the cases under consideration. The 

known diffusionless (rl = 0, ro = 0, ro = rl = 0) characteristics are included as 

solid curves for comparison in cases (1) and (2). Figure 2.14 shows the P vs. f3 

characteristic for rl = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 (Case 1) where the right-hand medium 

(a) (b) 
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0.6 0.6 
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Figure 2.14 Graphs of effective wave number f3 vs. power P for varying diffusion lengths rl = 

0.5, 1.0,2.0 and for (a) a = 0.25 and (b) a = 0.5. Here the right-hand medium is diffusive (zero 

flux to the left across the interface). 

is diffusive. This figure includes two cases where the ratio of the nonlinear coef

ficients a = 0.25 and 0.5. As expected, the p+ NSW whose peak is localized in 

the right-hand medium is most strongly affected for both values of a. All curves in 

this figure asymptote to the P- branch ~ rl increases. Inspection of these figures 

shows that the critical threshold power for the existence of NSWs increases with 

increasing diffusion length. The situation is precisely opposite in Fig. 2.15 where 

the P- wave localized in the left-hand medium is most strongly affected and all 

curves asymptote to the p+ branch. Now the threshold power actually decreases 
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with increasing diffusion length ro. These results can be justified with the fact that 

the NSW in the right-hand medium is more tightly focused due to the higher self

focusing nonlinearity. Diffusion in the right-hand medium (Case 1) will therefore 

most strongly effect this wave while the broader NSW in the left-hand medium is 
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Figure 2.15 Graphs of effective wave number f3 vs. power P for varying diffusion lengths ro = 

0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and for (a) a = 0.25 and (b) a = 0.5. Here the left-hand medium is diffusive (zero 

flux to the right across the interface). 

less critically affected by diffusion in that medium (Case 2). The NSW tends to 

move away from the region of strongest diffusion. FUrther support for this argument 

is provide by the P vs f3 curves in Fig. 2.16 for the case where both media are 

diffusive. Here the relevant parameter is r = rofr}, the ratio of the scaled diffusion 

lengths in both media. These rather complicated curves show that as r increases 

from 0 --. 1, the threshold power increases. Once r exceeds unity the threshold 

power begins to drop. This is reasonable, because, as r increases form 0 --. 1, the 

right-hand media is not only most tightly focused (al > ao) but also most strongly 

affected due to the strong diffusion in the right-hand medium (rl > TO)' Therefore 

the threshold power increases as r goes from 0 --. 1. In contrast, when r exceeds 
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unity, tightly focused F+ NSW slightly affected by weak diffusion while broaden 

F- NSW less critically affected by widen excitation density profile. This makes the 

threshold power to drop. The change is most dramatic for the larger value of a:. 

The behavior of the threshold power with increasing diffusion length ratio is best 
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Figure 2.16 Graphs of effective wave number f3 VB. power P for varying diffusion lengths 

r = ro/r} and for (a) a: = 0.25 and (b) a: = 0.5. This represents case (3), in which both media 

are diffusive. 

captured by the pictures in Fig. 2.17 which show the sharp switch in threshold 

power at r = 1.0. Figures 2.18(a) and (b) shows the NSW shapes at this threshold 

power for values of r = 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 , 4.0 and 8.0 for a: = 0.25 and 0.5, 

respectively. The switch in direction of the peak at r = 1.0 is evident in both cases. 

Stability of these NSWs was tested numerically by propagating the initial sta

tionary F(x) and N(x) wave envelopes, corresponding to fixed points on the power 

versus f3 curves in Figs. 2.14, 2.15, and 2.16 along the interface. The solution 

method involved direct numerical solution of Eqs. (1.87) and (1.88) using the ap

propriate NSW field and excitation density profiles as initial data. We find for each 

of cases (1), (2) and (3) that the F+ NSW is stable under propagation whereas 
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the F- NSW is unstable. This stability result is consistent with earlier predictions 

[22-24] for the diffusionless case. 
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Figure 2.17 Plots of threshold power vs. ratios of the diffusion lengths r for (a) a = 0.25, (b) 

a = 0.5. This shows the sharp switch in threshold power at r = 1.0. 
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Figure 2.18 Plots of NSW shapes at the threshold power for values of r = 0.125 to B.O. and 

for (a) a = 0.25, (b) a = 0.5. The switch in direction of the peak at r = 1.0 is evident in both 

cases. 
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2.3 Analysis 

In the last two sections, we have presented results obtained from numerical 

simulations. This section shows how one can obtain a useful analytical insight into 

the local behavior of the solution near the interface and use such predictions to 

confirm our numerical results. Here we will consider both problems of interface 

separating linear-nonlinear media and nonlinear-nonlinear media. In the nonlinear

nonlinear interface problem, all three cases will be treated although useful analytic 

expressions can only be obtained for case (3) in the case of uniform diffusion. 

If the intensity IFI is known, then Eq. (1.88) becomes an inhomogeneous linear 

ordinary differential equation and can be solved using Green's function formalism 

[63]. More details of the Green's functions of this problem are given in Chapter 

4. Here we write the solution for N in integral form with the Green's function 

expression and then do some analysis by considering both weak and strong diffusion 

lengths. Thus we write N( x) in integral form 

x>O (2.29) 

for case (1) (zero flux to the left across the interface), 

x<O (2.30) 

for case (2) (zero flux to the right across the interface) and 

-oo<x<oo 

(2.31) 
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for case (3) (finite flux and uniform diffusion f = ro = rl). Here Gro ' G r1 , G,. are 

the Green's functions of the boundary value problem for N for the above three cases 

respectively. The Green's functions for these three cases are given by 

{ 

..!.. e-(!t) cosh(L) 
rl rl 

G r1 (x, y) = 

...!.. e -( 11 ) cosh(.1L) 
rl rl 

x<y 

x>y 

for case (1) where the right-hand medium is diffusive, 

{ 

...!.. e ( 10) cosh(.1L) 
ro ro 

Gro(x, y) = 

..!.. e ( !o) cosh(..'£.) 
ro ro 

x<y 

x>y 

for case (2) where the left-hand medium is diffusive and 

G,.(x,y) = 
{ 

.1.. e(9-) 
2r 

1 (~) 
2,. e ,. 

x<y 

x>y 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

for case (3) where both media are diffusive (with uniform diffusion, f = ro = rd. 

The Green's functions Gro ' Gr1 and G,. depend on the diffusion parameters ro and 

rl and on the boundary conditions as well. 

2.3.1 Right-hand Medium is Diffusive (zero flux) 

Substituting the Green's function expression (2.32) into Eq. (2.29), we get 

N(x) = al [e-(';) [X cosh(y/rdIF(y)12 dy 
rl Jo 
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x > 0 (2.35) 

and ~~ is given by 

dN al [ _(..L) lX 2 
-d = -2" e rl Cosh(y/rdIF(y)1 dy 

x r 1 0 

x > 0 (2.36) 

which satisfies the zero flux (~~ (x = 0+) = 0) boundary condition (2.11a) at the 

interface x = O. The second derivative of N can be written as 

d
2 
N al [ _(..L) lX 2 

-d 2 = 3" e rl cosh(y/rdIF(y)1 dy 
x r 1 0 

x > 0 (2.37) 

Note that we can recover the original differential Eq. (1.88) for N from Eq. (2.37) 

by identifying the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.37) as ~ N. 
r 1 

Set the variable JL = u and evaluate the second derivate of N at the interface 
rl 

x = 0, we get 

(2.38) 

Since ~~ = 0 at x = 0, the sign of the second derivative will tell us whether N is 

increasing or decreasing near the interface. 
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For weak diffusion (r1 < < 1) : 

Expand IF(r1u)12 in Taylor series, we have 

(2.39) 

and substitute tIlls into Eq. (2.38), the expression for the second derivative at the 

interface is given by 

~ N a1 dlFI2 l°O-u 
-d 2 I(x=o+) ~ - -d-I(x=O) ue du 

x r1 x 0 
(2.40) 

Since the integral value and the parameters a1 and r1 are positive, the sign of 

~;; (x = 0+) depends on the sign of d'cix,2 (x = 0). 

For strong diffusion (r1 > > 1) : 

If the diffusion length is big enough, then we can approximate the second 

derivate of N at the interface from (2.38) as 

(2.41) 

which is always negative, since limx->ooF = O. 

In the linear-nonlinear interface problem, the peak position of the electric field 

always in the right-hand medium, therefore d
'
D2 

(x = 0) is always positive at the 

interface. From Eq. (2.40) we have ~2xr; (x = 0+) > 0 for weak diffusion (r1 « 1), 

and from Eq. (2.41) we have ~:r; (x = 0+) < 0 for strong diffusion (r1 » 1). This 

supports the numerical results given in Fig. 2.4, when the electric field has positive 
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slope at the interface, the excitation density N goes from being an increasing func

tion near the interface for weak diffusion to being a decreasing fWlction for strong 

diffusion. 

In the nonlinear-nonlinear interface problem, two types of solutions (F+ and 

F-) allow the two possibilities dlIxl2 (x = 0) > 0 and d~:r (x = 0) < 0 at the 

dlFI2 d2 N interface. When dx > 0, from Eqs. (2.40) and (2.41) we have dx 2 (x = 0+) > 0 

for weak diffusion (rl « 1),. and ~:t (x = 0+) < 0 for strong diffusion (rl » 
dlFI2 d2 N 1). However when dx < 0 for any values of rl we have dx 2 (x = 0+) < O. 

This supports the numerical results given in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9, when the electric 

field has positive slope at the interface, the excitation density N goes from being 

an increasing function near the interface for weak diffusion to being a decreasing 

function for strong diffusion in Fig. 2.8. When the electric field has negative slope 

at the interface, N is a decreasing function for any values of diffusion length in Fig. 

2.9. 

2.3.2 Left-hand Medium is Diffusive (zero flux) 

By following a similar analysis as for case (1), we get the expression for Nj 

x<o (2.42) 

and ~~ is given by 
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dN ao [ . IX ( -1!.. ) 2 -d = 2"" smh(x/ro) e ro IF(y)1 dy 
X rO -00 

x<o (2.43) 

which satisfies the zero flux (~~ (x = 0-) = 0) boundary condition (2.l1a) at the 

interface x = o. The second derivative of N can be written as 

~N ao [ IX (-1!..) -d 2 = 3" cosh(x/ro) e ro IF(y)1 2 dy 
x ro -00 

+ e(1Q) 10 

cosh(y/ro)IF(y)12 dy] _ a~ IF(x)12 
x ~ 

x < 0 (2.44) 

By introducing the new variable u = .1L, the second derivative of N at the interface ro 

x = 0 is given by 

d
2 
N ao 10 

u ( 2 2) -d 2 I(x=o-) = 2"" e IF(rou)1 -IF(O)I du 
x ro -00 

(2.45) 

For weak diffusion (ro < < 1) : 

Expand IF(rou)12 in Taylor series and substitute this into Eq. (2.45), the 

expression for the second derivative at the interface is given by 

~N ao dlFI2 10 
u 

-d 2 I(x=o-) ~ - -d-(x = 0) ue du 
x ro x -00 

(2.46) 

Since the value of the integral is -1, the sign of ~;: (x = 0-) is the opposite sign of 

dlFI2 ( _ 0) 
dx X - • 
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For strong diffusion (ro > > 1) : 

If the diffusion length is big enough, then we can approximate the second 

derivative of N at the interface from Eq. (2.45) as 

(2.47) 

which is always negative, since limx-+_ooF = o. 

When dl1:r > 0, from Eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) we have ~;; (x = 0-) < 0 for 

any values of roo But when d1Jx,2 < 0, we have ~2:; (x = 0-) > 0 for weak diffusion 

(ro « 1), and ~:lf (x = 0-) < 0 for strong diffusion (ro » 1). This agrees with 

the numerical results given in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11, when the slope of the electric 

field is positive at the interface, the excitation density N is an increasing function 

for any values of diffusion length in Fig. 2.10. When the slope of the electric field is 

negative at the interface, N goes from being a decreasing function near the interface 

for weak diffusion to being an increasing function for strong diffusion in Fig. 2.11. 

2.3.3 Both Media are Diffusive (finite flux) 

Substituting the Green's function expression (2.34) into Eq. (2.31), we get 

N(x) = 

~ [f~ooe(II;"')IF(Y)12dY+ f~ e("';V)IF(y)12dy 

+.!fr: fooo e("';V)IF(y)12 dy 

~ f~oo e(V;"')IF(y)12 dy 

x<o 

+ .!fr: [fox e( II;"') IF(y )1 2 dy + fxoo e(9-) IF(y )1 2 dy] x > 0 

(2.48) 
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and the derivative of N with respect to x at the interface x = 0 is given by 

dN ao 10 
(,lL) 2 al 100 

(,lL) 2 -d 1<,1:=0) = -2-2 e ,. IF(y)1 dy + 2-2 e- ,. IF(y)1 dy 
x r -00 r 0 

(2.49) 

By replacing the variable ~ with u Eq. (2.49) becomes 

dN ao 10 
2 al 100 

2 -d I(x=o) = - 2- eU IF(fu)1 du + 2- e-UIF(fu)1 du 
x r -00 r 0 

(2.50) 

If rO,rl « 1, we expand IF(fu)1 2 in a Taylor series as in the zero flux case and 

substitute into Eq. (2.50) to get a simple form for the derivative of N at the interface 

(2.51) 

In the linear-nonlinear intelface problem, ao = 0 and dlJxl
2 > 0 at x = 0, 

therefore ~~ is positive at the interface for both weak and strong diffusion. In 

the nonlinear-nonlinear interface problem, when dlJx12 > 0, ~~ is positive at the 

interface for both weak and strong diffusion, since ao < al and the field has an 

evanescent tail in the left-hand medium. If d
'
cfx

,
2 < 0, then the behavior of N at the 

interface depends on the parameters ao, al and the shape of the field (or effective 

wavenumber {3). These results agree with our numerical simulations in Figs. 2.5, 

2.12 and 2.13. Figure 2.5 represents the linear-nonlinear interface problem for finite 

flux boundary condition. In Fig. 2.12, the slope of the electric field is positive so 

that both terms in Eq. (2.51) are positive and the excitation density N increases at 

the interface. In Fig. 2.13, the slope of the electric field is negative at the interface. 
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Therefore the behavior of N at the interface will vary according to the parameters 

ao, al and (3. 

In conclusion, The effect of diffusion in modifying the stationary TE NSW 

shapes, their power versus effective index characteristics and their stability to prop

agation at the interface of linear-nonlinear and nonlinear-nonlinear diffusive me

dia are investigated. In the nonlinear-nonlinear interface problem, three different 

cases have been treated where (1) diffusion is present in the stronger self-focusing 

medium, (2) in the weaker self-focusing medium and (3) in both nonlinear self

focusing media. The shapes of the NSW for varying diffusion lengths are found. 

In the linear-nonlinear interface problem, the results show that diffusion shifts the 

NSW power versus wavenumber (3 characteristic to higher powers making trapping 

of NSW's more difficult. The shifts to higher power is faster for the case where dif

fusion across the interface to the neighboring linear medium. The minimum power 

for stationary NSW's is found to increase roughly linearly with diffusion length. 

In the nonlinear-nonlinear interface problem, the shapes of the NSW s are seen 

to be a sensitive function of the scaled diffusion length. In case (1), the minimum 

power needed for a NSW to exist increases with the increasing diffusion length. The 

opposite trend is observed in case (2). In case (3), the threshold power, increases 

with increasing ratios of the diffusion lengths r = rO/rl from 0 to 1 and decreases 

with further increase in r. The increment or decrement in threshold power is notably 

faster for stronger (a » 0) focusing media where the stationary NSWs are narrower. 

The peak positions of NSWs corresponding to threshold power move to the left as 

r increases from 0 to 1 and then move back to the right as r increases further. The 

stability criteria for these NSWs for both linear-nonlinear and nonlinear-nonlinear 

interface problems are tested numerically and found to be identical with those for the 
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diffusionless case. Most of this behavior can be understood in terms of an extended 

equivalent particle model which includes diffusion of the excitation. Details of this 

theory will be given in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 

STATIONARY NONLINEAR GUIDED WAVES 

In this chapter we study the problem of calculating the nonlinear transverse 

electric (TE) waves guided by a thin dielectric film bounded by nonlinear diffusive 

media [62]. Particularly, we investigate the effects of diffusion of the excitation in 

modifying the shapes and power-dependent characteristics of nonlinear waves guided 

by a thin film. Earlier work on the diffusionless model showed the existence of an

alytical solutions for the field distributions and dispersion relations (guided wave 

power versus effective index) associated with TE nonlinear guided waves (NGWs) 

[3-20,37]. When diffusion is present analytical solutions are no longer available and 

a numerical solution is required. Here we will consider a variety of waveguide struc

tures including diffusion, namely (1) linear substrate and nonlinear cladding with 

either a self-focusing or self-defocusing nonlinearity, and (2) nonlinear cladding and 

substrate with self-focusing nonlinearities for both symmetric and asymmetric struc

tures. Two types of waveguide asymmetry are considered for which the bounding 

media have either different nonlinear coefficients or diffusion lengths. In addition, 

as in Chapter 2, we discuss two different diffusive boundary conditions, namely 

the presence and absence of diffusion across the slab boundaries at the thin film 

interfaces [53]. 

Since this is a waveguide problem (two interface), we consider a different ge

ometry as shown in Fig. 3.1. Here x is the transverse coordinate and z is the 

propagation axis, the center of the dielectric film of thickness 2d being located at 

x = O. We assume that the thin film (Ix I < d) is characterized by a linear refrac

tive index n f and that it exhibits no nonlinearity. In contrast, one or both of the 
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cladding (refractive index ne) and substrate (refractive index ns) bounding media 

can be nonlinear. 

z 

k=-d k=d 

Figure 3.1 Sketch of the thin film waveguide geometry. Here we consider n, > n e, ns. 

Stationary (z-independent) solutions, or NGWs, can be obtained from Eqs. 

(1.87) and (1.88) by setting ~~ = O. The equations for the stationary TE waves 

are then given by 

cFF 2 
dx 2 -qeF+NF=O 

2 cFN 2 N - r e dx 2 = fieF X <-d (3.1) 

cFF 2 
-d<x<d (3.2) -.--q,F=O 

ax2 

and 

tPF 2 
dx 2 - qsF + NF = 0 

2 cFN 2 
N - r 8 dx 2 = fi/lF x>d (3.3) 
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where the parameters qt = f32 - n;, i = c, s and q} = 1f32 - n}l. The boundary 

conditions for the field F and the excitation density N are same as in the problem 

of NSW s studied in Chapter 2. 

A closed form solution Fj( x) can be obtained for the field Eq. (3.2) in the 

dielectric film since it does not exhibit nonlinearity, 

where 

C(x) = cosh(x), S(x) = sinh(x) if f3 > nj 

and 

C(x) = cos(x), S(x) = sin(x) if f3 < nj 

However, analytical solutions for Fc(x), Fs(x) and N in the cladding and substrate 

are not generally available due to the nature of the nonlinearity. The solutions for 

Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) must be obtained numerically, the numerical method which is 

employed to solve this problem is discussed in Chapter 7. 

3.1 Nonlinear Cladding and Linear Substrate 

In this section we discuss the NGWs for the case in which only the cladding 

medium is nonlinear. Since the substrate is linear, an analytical solution for the 

field in this medium can be written, 

xc. d (3.5) 
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The solution of Eq. (3.1) in the cladding is obtained numerically in the domain 

-00 -t:: x < -d. For the calculations we choose parameter values nc = nil = 1.55, 

G c = ±0.01, all = 0, and n I = 1.57. We consider both cases for which the cladding 

displays either a self-focusing or self-defocusing nonlinearity. 

2.0 

1.5 

p 1.0 

0.5 

0 

2.0 

1.5 

P 1.0 

0.5 

0 
1.55 

(a) 

(b) 

rc 
--0.0 
----- 5.0 
........ ·10.0 
----20.0 

1.57 1.59 

~ 
Figure 3.2 TEo guided wave power vs. effective index fJ for nc = nil = 1.55, n I = 1.57, G c 

= 0.01 and d = 12.2 for diffusion lengths rc = 0, 5, 10 and 20. (a) Zero flux, (b) Finite flux. 

3.1.1 Self-focusing Medium (Gc > 0) 

Numerical solutions for PC) PI and PII were obtained from Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) for 

various values of the effective index fJ by using the relaxation numerical method 

described in Chapter 7. The NGW field profiles and dispersion relations (guided 

wave power versus effective index) in the limit of zero diffusion length have previ-

ously been discussed extensively [3-20,37]. Figure 3.2 shows the dispersion relations 

obtained for the TEo nonlinear guided wave (nodeless solution) for a variety of 
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diffusion lengths and both (a) zero and (b) finite flux boundary conditions. The 

known diffusionless solution (rc = 0) is included as the solid curve for reference. As 

in the diffusionless case [14], the TEo mode is always above cutoff and starts at low 

powers at the linear value for (3 for all values of the diffusion length. These results 

clearly show that the dispersion relation shifts to higher power levels as the diffusion 

length increases for both zero and finite flux boundary conditions. However, the 

shift to larger powers proceeds slower with increasing diffusion length for the zero 

0) b) 

d) 
rc=20.0 

60 -60 
)( 

J 
J 

J 

o 
x 

rc ='.0 

rc =20.0 

60 

Figure 3.3 Plots of the field distribution of NGWs «a) and (c» and the excitation densities 

«b) and (d» vs. X associated with TEo mode for scaled diffusion lengths rc = 1.0 and 20.0. The 

variation of the field and the excitation density with {3 from 1.5674 to 1.59 are shown, the lowest 

value of {3 corresponding to the bottom curve. Here nc = nil = 1.55, n f = 1.57, etc .- 0.01 and 

d = 12.2. Diffusion is not permitted across the slab boundaries into the film. 
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flux boundary condition in comparison to the finite flux case. This behavior can be 

attributed to a local build up of excitation at the cladding-film interface preventing 

the large shift in the case of zero flux across the interface. The local maximum in 

the guided wave power is also seen to increase with the increasing diffusion length. 

c) 

.. 
&.... 

-60 
x 

'c =1.0 

'c =20.0 

,... .. ...... 
z 

,... .. ...... 
z 

b) 

J 

l' 

./ 

d) 

~ 

1---

~ 

60 -60 o 
x 

'c ='.0 

't =::.0 

60 

Figure 3.4 Same as Fig. 3.3 but diffusion is permitted across the slab boundaries into the film. 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the calculated TEo nonlinear guided wave profiles 

F(x) and the corresponding excitation densities N(x) for diffusion lengths rc = 1.0 

and 20.0 and both zero and finite flux boundary conditions. Here each figure shows 

the variation of the profile with increasing f3 staring from the bottom. The profiles 

shown in Fig. 3.3 correspond to the zero flux boundary condition. Figures 3.3(a) 

and 3.3( c) show that the guided wave power increases with increasing diffusion 
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length re. From Figs. 3.3(b) and 3.3(d) we see that the corresponding excitation 

density N(x) goes from being a decreasing function of x (not apparent on the scale 

of the figure) immediately to the left of the film-cladding interface for small values 

of re, to being an increasing function of x for large values of re. That this behavior 

is consistent can be justified analytically as shown in Section 2.3 for the case of 

two nonlinear self-focusing media. Figure 3.4 shows the NGWs and corresponding 

excitation density profiles for the finite flux boundary condition. Diffusion across 

the film clearly leads to a broadening of the field and the corresponding excitation 

density profiles. Moreover, the excitation density profile is greatly broadened for 

the largest value of the diffusion length re = 20.0 (see Fig. 3.4(d)) in comparison 

to the zero flux boundary condition, which explains the increased power needed to 

support a NGW with diffusion across the boundary. As in the diffusionless case, as 

0.4 (a) 

0.3 

0.1 

rc 
--0.0 
----- 5.0 
.. ·······10.0 
----20.0 

.......... 
0

0
";'\ ............. :,:;..:,' \ 

.:~,'---- " 
:, 

o~---~L-~~~~~~---~ 

0.4 (b) 

0.3 

0.1 

o~~~~---~---~---~---~ 

1.555 1.560 1.565 1570 

Figure 3.5 TEl guided wave power vs. effective index f3 for ne = nil = 1.55, n f = 1.57, G'e 

= 0.01 and d = 12.2 for diffusion lengths re = 0, 5, 10 and 20. (a) Zero flux, (b) Finite flux. 
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{3 increases, the field shapes gradually narrow and move towards and through the 

fihn-cladding interface into the cladding medium. The rate of migration towards 

and through the fihn-cladding interface is seen to increase with increasing diffusion 

length for both types of boundary conditions and is notably higher for the case 

where diffusion across the boundary occurs. 

Figure 3.5 shows the guided waves power versus effective index {3 curves for the 

TEl mode (one field node) and varying diffusion lengths for both types of boundary 

c) 

.. 

.. 

rt =20.0 

..... .. z 

..... .. 
z 

60 -60 

b) 

J 
j 

.J 

d) 

o 
)( 

rt =1.0 

rc =20.0 

60 

Figure 3.6 Plots of the field distribution of NGWs «a) and (c» and the excitation densities 

«b) and (d» vs. X associated with TEl mode for scaled diffusion lengths rc = 1.0 and 20.0. The 

variation of the field and the excitation density with {3 from 1.559 to 1.564 are shown, the lowest 

value of {3 corresponding to the bottom curve. Here nc = ns = 1.55, n f = 1.57, a c = 0.01 and 

d = 12.2. Diffusion is not permitted across the slab boundaries into the film. 
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conditions. The solid curve represents the diffusionless (re = 0) case and is given 

for comparison. As in the diffusionless case, the upper value of f3 never exceeds n / 

and there is always an absolute maximum in the guided wave power [14]. Figure 

3.5 shows that both TEl dispersion relations move to higher power with increasing 

diffusion length. Representative field distributions F(x) and the corresponding 

excitation density profiles N(x) associated with TEl nonlinear guided waves are 

shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 for diffusion lengths re = 1.0 and 20.0 and for both 

types of boundary conditions. As shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, as f3 increases, the 

field shapes gradually widen and the left-most maximum shifts into the nonlinear 

cladding medium irrespective of diffusion length or the type of boundary condition. 

This shift is very rapid in the case of the finite flux boundary condition. 
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Figure 3.7 Same 85 Fig. 3.6 but diffusion is permitted across the slab boundaries into the film. 
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3.1.2 Self-defocusing Medium (etc < 0) 

... 

In this case we concentrate on defocusing in the nonlinear cladding medium 

with etc = -0.01. The linear substrate is chosen such that nil < n C ) where cutoff 

can be achieved at a finite power level [14] and optical limiting action can occur 

[37]. Figure 3.8 shows the guided waves power versus effective index f3 curves for 

various diffusion lengths and for both types of boundary conditions. The known 

diffusionless (rc = 0) curve is given as solid curve for reference. As in the diffu

sionless case, over the full range of diffusion lengths, when the power is increased, 

the effective index decreases. As shown in Fig. 3.8, the finite cutoff power level 

increases with increasing diffusion length for both zero and finite flux boundary 

conditions. However, the increment in cutoff power level is higher in the case where 

0.8 (a) 

0.6 

" 
" 

". ". 
02 ....... .... ..... 

----:::::.:;.:::;..~?:':':'::.':":-.. -

(b) 
\ 
\ 

" 

" 

P 0.4' ". " 

.............. ,., .... 

rc 
--0.0 
.---- 5.0 
......... 10.0 
·_·-20.0 

02 ...... •..... "
......................... '., 

oL-~~::-= .. ~--=~=~~~~~·:~~~~~-~· ~-----
1550 1.551 1.552 

f3 
Figure 3.8 TEl guided wave power VB. effective index f3 for nc = 1.55, nil = 1.45, n f = 1.57, 

etc = -0.01 and d = 9.8 for diffusion lengths rc = 0,5, 10 and 20. (a) Zero flux, (b) Finite flux. 
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diffusion occurs across the boundary. The NGW profiles and corresponding exci

tation density profiles are given in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 for diffusion lengths rc = 

1.0, and 20.0 and for both types of boundary conditions. As shown in Figs. 3.9(a), 

3.9( c), 3.1O(a) and 3.1O( c), the field extrema (maximum and minimum) occur inside 

the film and a monotonic decrease in effective index leads to mode cutoff for any 

values of diffusion length. Since this case corresponds to defocusing in the nonlinear 

cladding medium, the excitation density has negative values and the local minimum 
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Figure 3.9 Plots of the field distribution of NGWB «a) and (c» and the excitation densities 

«b) and (d» vs. X associated with TEl mode for scaled diffusion lengths rc = 1.0 and 20.0. 

The variation of the field and the excitation density with (J from 1.5502 to 1.5514 are shown, the 

lowest value of (J corresponding to the bottom curve. Here nc = 1.55, n" = 1.45, rt I = 1.57, 

G c = -0.01 and d = 9.8. Diffusion is not permitted across the slab boundaries into the film. 
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of N(x) increases, as shown in Figures 3.9(b), 3.9(d), 3.l0(b) and 3.l0(d), as de

creasing effective index f3 for any diffusion length and for both types of boundary 

conditions. 
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Figure 3.10 Same as Fig. 3.9 but diffusion is permitted across the slab boundaries into the 

film. 

3.2 Nonlinear Cladding and Substrate 

Here we concentrate on the NGWs for the case where both bounding media 

are self-focusing. We consider two separate cases namely (1) symmetric waveg

uide structure and (2) asymmetric waveguide structure. In the symmetric waveg-

uide structure we have the same refractive indices (nc = n,,), nonlinear coefficients 
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(O'e = 0',,), and diffusion lengths (re = rn = r) for both bounding media. In the 

asymmetric structure, we break the symmetry in two ways, one is by considering 

two different nonlinear coefficients (O'e =I- O'n) and the other is by considering two 

different diffusion lengths (r e =I- r IJ) for the both bounding media. We restrict the 

discussion here to the TEo mode. 
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Figure 3.11 TEo guided wave power vs. effective index f3 for ne = n" = 1.55, nf = 1.57, 

O'e = O'IJ = 0.01, d = 12.2 and re = rs = r = 0, 5 and 10. (a) Zero flux, (b) Finite flux. 

3.2.1 Symmetric Waveguide Structure 

Here we choose the refractive indices ne = n" = 1.55 and nonlinear coeffi-

dents O'e = O'IJ = 0.01. Two types of solution for this case namely symmetric and 

asymmetric, in which the field becomes localized in one or both nonlinear media 

are found. As in the diffusionless case, there are two different asymmetric solu-
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tions which are localized at different film boundaries and having the same power 

are also found. The guided waves power versus effective index f3 curves are shown 

in Fig. 3.11 for both types of boundary conditions. Here the solid line corresponds 

to the diffusionless case. There are two branches A and B, branch A represents 

those solutions which are symmetric with respect to the center of the film, and 

branch B represents asymmetric solutions which bifurcate from branch A. Branch 

B corresponds to two degenerate asymmetric solutions which have the same power. 
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Figure 3.12 Plots of the field distribution of NGWs «a) and (c» and the excitation densities 

«b) and (d» vs. X associated with TEo mode for scaled diffusion lengths rc = 1.0 and 20.0. The 

variation of the field and the excitation density with f3 from 1.5674 to 1.59 are shown, the lowest 

value of f3 corresponding to the bottom curve. Here nc = n" = 1.55, n f = 1.57, o;c = a" = 
0.01 and d = 12.2. Diffusion is not permitted across the slab boundaries into the film. 
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Figure 3.11 shows that as the diffusion length increases, these two branches shift to 

high power. These asymmetric solutions only exist above a threshold power which 

increases with increasing diffusion length. As expected, the increase in threshold 

power is most rapid for the case where the diffusion is allowed to cross into the film. 
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Figure 3.13 Same as Fig. 3.12 but diffusion is permitted ncross the slab boundaries into the 

film. 

The shapes of the NGWs and the corresponding excitation densities are given 

III Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 for two different diffusion lengths r = 1.0 and 20.0 and 

for both zero and finite flux boundary conditions. Over the full range of diffusion 

lengths, as f3 increases, the field minimum develops in the center of the film with 

increasing guided wave power and the field maxima move into the nonlinear media 
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for both types of boundary conditions. As the diffusion length increases, at high 

powers, the field quickly degenerates into two single interface nonlinear surface 

waves (NSW s) guided by the two film boundaries for both boundary conditions as 

shown in Figs. 3.l2(a), 3.l2(c), 3.l3(a) and 3.l3(c). In Figs. 3.l3(a) and 3.l3(c), 

increased diffusion leads to a broadening of the field which in turn encourages the 

field to degenerate into two single interface NSWs at the thin film interfaces. Since 
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Figure 3.14 Plots of the field distribution of nonlinear asymmetric guided waves corresponding 

to branch B «a) and (c» and the excitation densities «b) and (d» vs. X associated with TEo 

mode for scaled diffusion lengths r c = 1.0 and 20.0. The variation of the field and the excitation 

density with (3 from 1.5674 to 1.59 are shown, the lowest value of (3 corresponding to the bottom 

curve. Here nc = ns = 1.55, n f = 1.57, Oc = Os = 0.01 and d = 12.2. Diffusion is not 

permitted across the slab boundaries into the film. 
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the diffusion lengths are same in both nonlinear medium, the excitation density 

N(x) have symmetric shapes as shown in Figs. 3.12(b), 3.12(d), 3.13(b) and 3.13(d). 
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Figure 3.15 Same as Fig. 3.14 but diffusion is permitted across the slab boundaries into the 

film. 

The field distribution of asymmetric NGWs and the corresponding excitation 

densities are shown in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 for both types of boundary conditions. 

In Figs. 3.14(a), 3.14(c), 3.15(a) and 3.15(c), as the diffusion length increases, the 

field maxima are seen to shift with increasing power into different nonlinear media 

and degenerate into single interface NSW s guided by appropriate film boundaries. 

The shift of the field maxima is most rapid in the case where diffusion is permitted 

across the film boundaries, as shown in Figs. 3.15(a) and 3.15(c). Figures 3.14(b), 

3.14(d), 3.15(b) and 3.15(d) represent the corresponding excitation density N(x) 
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profiles for the asymmetric solutions. 

3.2.2 Asymmetric Waveguide Structure 

A) First, we break the symmetry of the structure by considering two different 

nonlinear coefficients (ac i- as) for both nonlinear bounding media. Here we choose 

a c = 0.02, as = 0.01, nc = ns = 1.55, and rc = rB • The guided waves power 

versus effective index f3 curves are shown in Fig. 3.16 for both zero and finite flux 

boundary conditions. There are now two unconnected branches, one of which exists 

only above a finite threshold power. All three branches shift to high power as the 

diffusion length increases. The shift to larger power proceeds slowly in the case 

where diffusion is not permitted across the film interface. As the diffusion length 

increases and at high powers, the upper branch corresponding to the field localized 
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Figure 3.16 TEo guided wave power vs. effective index f3 for nc = n B = 1.55, nf = 1.57, 

a c = 0.02, as = 0.01, d = 12.2 and rc = rs = 0 and 2. (a) Zero flux, (b) Finite flux. 
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in the substrate medium rapidly degenerates into a single interface NSW guided by 

the fHm-substrate boundary, and the lower branch represents the field localized in 

the cladding medium also quickly degenerates into a single interface NSW associated 

with the film-cladding boundaries. This behavior occurs for both zero and finite 

flux boundary conditions. 
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Figure 3.17 TEo guided wave power vs. effective index f3 for ne = n8 = 1.55, n f = 1.57, 

Q e = Q" = 0.01, d = 12.2 and re = 5 and r" = 2. Diffusion is not permitted across the slab 

boundaries (Zero flux). 

B) Secondly, we break the symmetry of the waveguide structure by considering 

different diffusion lengths (re =I r,,) for both bOWlding media. Here the parameter 

values are Q e = Q" = 0.01 and ne = n8 = 1.55. Figure 3.17 shows the power versus 

effective index f3 curves for the case where diffusion is not permitted across the 

boundaries (zero flux). The fact that the diffusion lengths are dissimilar in the both 

nonlinear media is enough to break the symmetry about the center of film. Here we 

see that there are three branches, two of them branch out from the other at a certain 

point. The upper branch corresponds to branch A in the symmetric structure and 

the other two branches corresponds to branch B. However, since we consider two 

different diffusion lengths for the nonlinear media, this breaks the degeneracy of 
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branch B and we have two different asymmetric solutions with different powers 

and which are localized in different nonlinear media. This results in two different 

branches for the two different asymmetric solutions. 

In conclusion, the effect of diffusion of the excitation on nonlinear guided wave 

shapes and their power dependent characteristics are examined numerically. In this 

study two different diffusive boundary conditions have been treated where diffu

sion across the thin film boundaries is and is not present. Here many different 

waveguide geometries including (1) cladding medium with either a self-focusing or 

a self-defocusing nonlinearity, and (2) both bounding media with symmetric and 

asymmetric waveguide structures are considered. 

The power and the shapes of the NGWs are seen to be sensitive to the scaled 

diffusion length. However, many features from the diffusionless case remain in the 

presence of the diffusion [14]. In the case that both bounding media are nonlinear, 

the minimum power needed for a nonlinear asymmetric guided wave to exist, in

creases with the increasing diffusion length. In the asymmetric waveguide structure 

with different diffusion lengths in the nonlinear bounding media, the existence of 

two different branches for asymmetric solutions is predicted. 



CHAPTER 4 

PROPAGATION OF COLLIMATED LIGHT BEAMS IN 

DIFFUSIVE KERR-LIKE NONLINEAR MEDIA 
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In this chapter we study the problem of reflection, transmission and self

trapping characteristics of a collimated light when it propagates obliquely at an 

interface separates two nonlinear diffusive media [63,64]. This beam propagation 

problem has been studied by many researchers including Aceves et. al. 's recent 

equivalent particle theory [22-25]. What all these studies have in common is that 

nonlocal effects such as diffusion of the excitation density which changes the index 

of refraction of the media are ignored. It is important, therefore, to establish the 

role of diffusion of excitation density in modifying the characteristics of reflection, 

transmission or trapping of light beams at an interface separating two such media. 

This chapter concentrates on the extension of the equivalent particle description 

of self-focused channel propagation in diffusionless Kerr media [22-24], to describe 

the asymptotic transmission, reflection or trapping characteristics of a similar light 

channel incident obliquely at an interface and the stability of propagating NSW s 

in nonlinear diffusive media. From this latter theory the computationally intensive 

beam propagation problem is then reduced to a much simpler Newtonian dynamical 

problem of studying the motion of an equivalent particle in an effective potential. 

Anticipating that finite diffusion of the nonlinear excitation will act to modify the 

fundamental soliton shape without actually destroying it, we can apply the equiva

lent particle prescription to this more complicated problem in the present chapter. 
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4.1 Equivalent Particle Theory 

This section describes how one can explicitly compute the effective potential 

for the problem. In the equivalent particle theory, the behavior of the beams prop

agating in nonlinear dielectrics can be explained with Newton's second law for the 

particle dynamics where the role of time is played by z, the variable in the direction 

of propagation. Therefore, first, let us review the dynamics of this particle and 

translate the results to the beam propagation problem. Let x( z) evolves according 

to Newton's second law 

dlx aU(x) 
dz 2 ax 

( 4.1) 

then x(z) gives the position of the peak of the beam at a given location z along 

the direction of propagation. Here U represents the potential. Let the interface 

be located at x = 0, then if for example, one considers the beam to be incident 

from the far end of the medium on the left, this corresponds to setting as an initial 

condition for the equivalent particle x(O) = xo « 0 and the angle of incidence 

gives the initial velocity of the particle v(O) = Vo. For these initial conditions there 

corresponds a unique trajectory, which is traditionally plotted in a phase plane (v 

versus x). Furthermore from the conservation of energy, one can write the analytical 

expressions for the trajectories in the phase plane; they are, 

v2 + 2U(x) = v5 + 2U(xo) (4.2) 

Two typical types of trajectories arise, which can be viewed as explicit forms 

of the nonlinear Snell's laws for beams incident at an interface [24,25]. First, if the 
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total initial energy of the particle Uo (the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2» is less than 

the maximum of the potential U max, then the particle bounces back towards the 

starting point ending up having the same speed but with opposite sign. To translate 

this to the beam propagation problem, if the incident angle, proportional to Vo, is 

less than the critical angle, proportional to 

Vcrit = V2Umax - 2Uo (4.3) 

the beam is totally reflected, with the angle of reflection being equal to the angle of 

incidence. In the second case, where Vo > Vcrit, the particle starting at the end of 

one medium, goes through x = 0 and reaches the end of the second medium with a 

final velocity 

( 4.4) 

This means a beam with an incident angle larger than the critical angle, will be 

transmitted, with an angle of transmission proportional to vf. 

Another set of important trajectories occur when Xo = Xc and Vo = 0, where 

a~~x) Ixc = O. The trajectories are x = Xc, that is, when you place the particle at a 

local maximum or minimum of the potential, it remains at the same position. These 

correspond to the surface waves of the single interface problem (observe that v = 0 

corresponds to a beam propagating parallel to the interface), where the peak of the 

beam sits at the location of the minimum or maximum of the equivalent potential. 

The stability question can now be answered in a very simple waYi if Xc corresponds 

to a maximum, the equivalent particle upon small perturbations, will roll away from 

the top of the hill, therefore the corresponding surface wave is unstable [22]. On 
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the other hand, the surface wave is stable if the equivalent particle is sitting in a 

ffilmmum. 

Let us now briefly describe how one computes the equivalent potential by fol

lowing the analysis of Ref. [24]. First, we consider the case of a beam propagating in 

the left-hand medium. In this situation, the beam always has an evanescent tail in 

the right-hand medium, therefore the refractive index mismatch at the interface acts 

as a finite uniformly small perturbation on the tail of the beam in the right-hand 

side of the interface. This interaction in turn, can cause the incident self-focused 

channel to bend away from the interface. A similar development follows automat-

ically for a beam propagating in the right-hand medium. The final step will be to 

allow for transmission through the interface from left to right or vice versa. Finally 

we derive the equivalent potential for the problem. 

We assume that the field 

(2)1 .2/ F(x,z) = Il'j A(x',z')e,q;Z 2{3 i = 0,1 (4.5) 

and A(x', z') has the soliton sech-like shape. Here the scaled variable x' = v;s.x and 

z' = ~;. We now drop the prime in the scaled variables, then Eq. (1.87) become 

perturbed cubic NLS in A( x, z), 

(4.6) 

where the perturbation potential V depends on the properties of the media. Later 

we will derive the expressions for V for both nondiffusive and diffusive cases sepa

rately in the following sections. When V = 0, Eq. (4.6) describe the unperturbed 

cubic NLS equation. In such a case, it is well known that an arbitrary initial profile 
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A(x,O) will decompose into soliton and non-soliton components as it propagates. 

The non-soliton or radiation part, decays in intensity as Z-1/2 as it propagates, 

whereas the soliton component propagates undistorted if it is the fundamental soli

ton solution, or in a periodic (in z) fashion if it is a bound N soliton solution. 

Using soliton perturbation theory [65] we can derive equations of evolution for 

the beam parameters; power 

( 4.7a) 

(the total power P = J~ F F* dx = ~ ), the center of mass 

x = p-l r= xAA*dx 
J-= 

( 4.7b) 

and the normalized angle of incidence, reflection or transmission (or average veloc-

ity) 

. -1 1= (A 8A* A* 8A)d v=zp --- - X _= 8x 8x 

of the normalized field A(x,z). From Eq. (4.7), we obtain 

dp = 0 
dz 

dx 
-=v 
dz 

(4.7c) 

( 4.8a) 

(4.8b) 
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cPx = dv = -2P- 1 1°O av AA*dx 
dz 2 dz -00 ax ( 4.8c) 

So far, no approximation has been made, but if we now assume that most of the 

energy is confined in a single beam, then v corresponds to its local angle of incidence, 

reflection or transmission. We can then think of the beam as being a particle located 

at x and the expression for the center of mass above determines its future location. 

One of the main assumption in the equivalent particle theory is the field moves 

collectively, in the sense that its intensity AA* is a function only of x - x(z) [24]. 

Therefore the force on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.8c) is a function only of x and 

can be written as the gradient of a potential, 

(4.9) 

where UL(X) and UR(x) are the equivalent potentials defined for x :::; 0 and x ;::: 0 

respectively and given by the integral in x of the right-hand side of Eq. (4.8c). 

Finally, the transmission through the interface occurs whenever the initial angle 

of incidence is big enough and immediately in a propagation distance of v-I TJi. The 

necessary conditions for a beam to cross the interface is clearly discussed in Ref [24]. 

Once the beam has crossed the interface it will experience the new medium with the 

new parameters and therefore the beam will reshape according to that parameters. 

It is guaranteed, if the nonlinear refractive index mismatch ratio a > t, then a 

beam crossing from left to right remains unsplit in the right-hand side [24]. In this 

case, therefore the amplitude of the transmitted beam is given by 



IT the power of the incident beam is 

then the power in the transmitted beam is 

and the power in radiation is 

81]0 r::. PT = -(2va - a) 
ao 

81]0 r::. 2 Prad = PI - PT = -(1- va) 
ao 
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( 4.10) 

( 4.11a) 

(4.11b) 

( 4.11c) 

Therefore, if a is close to 1 then the radiation will be very small and can be neglected. 

For this case, now, we can construct a global dynamics by assuming no radiation 

losses and defining the composite potential 

U(x) = H(x)Un(x) + (1- H(X))UL(X) (4.12) 

where H is the Heaviside function. 

4.2 Beam Propagation in Nondiffusive Media 

This section briefly describes the asymptotic transmission, reflection or trap

ping characteristics of a collimated light beam propagating in nonlinear nondiffusive 
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media. This is important to compare the diffusionless problem with the diffusive 

problem when the diffusion length vanishes. The perturbation potential V appeared 

in Eq. (4.6) is given by [24] 

for a beam propagating in the left-hand medium and 

{

-I + 2(1 - a)IAI2 
V(IAf) = 

o 

for a beam propagating in the right-hand medium. 

x<o 
(4.13a) 

x>o 

x<o 
(4.13b) 

x>o 

Now we assume that the intensity is confined at all times and has the soliton 

sech-like shape 

IA(x, z)1 = 27]j sech[27]j(x - x)] i = 0,1 ( 4.14) 

From Eqs. (4.8c) and (4.9), an exact expression for the equivalent potentials can 

be obtained and are given by 

( 4.15) 

and 

(4.16) 

where 
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Figure 4.1 Potential and corresponding phase plane for an interface separating two nonlinear 

dielectrics. The parameters are a = 0.75, l::!. = 0.1 and P = 1.56. For definitions of 1-5, see text. 

Figure 4.1 shows the potential and phase plane for a case which contains most 

of the typical trajectories of this problem. Trajectory 1 represents transmission 

from left to right. Trajectory 2 corresponds to the beam transmitted through the 

interface and later reflected back to the left-hand medium. Trajectory 3 represents 

total reflection in the left-hand medium. Trajectory 4 represents transmission from 

right to left. Trajectory 5 represents the trapped (stable) NSW whose peak is at 

the minimum of the equivalent potential. 
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4.3 Beam Propagation in Diffusive Media 

This section is dedicated to answer a question, whether one can extend the 

above equivalent particle description of self-focused channel propagation in diffu

sionless Kerr media [22-25], to describe the asymptotic transmission, reflection or 

trapping characteristics of a collimated light beam propagating in nonlinear diffu

sive media. This section also describes the effects of diffusion on the equivalent 

potential and gives some interesting results on propagation which demonstrate the 

utility of the equivalent particle theory. Here we consider two important physical 

mechanisms at the interface, namely zero or finite flux boundary conditions given 

by Eqs. (2.11a) and (2.11b). To investigate these two boundary conditions we con

sider two specific cases, namely (1) only the right-hand medium is diffusive and (2) 

both the left and the right media are diffusive, which corresponds to zero flux and 

finite flux boundary conditions respectively. 

Before go into details of computation of the equivalent potential for the problem 

of a beam propagation in nonlinear diffusive media, let us derive the Green's func

tion for the problem. The full problem (1.87) and (1.88) together with boundary 

conditions for N and initial conditions for F constitutes a coupled nonlinear initial

boundary value problem, but if we assume for the moment that the intensity IFI is 

known, then the equation for N decouples and becomes a linear nonhomogeneous 

boundary value problem which can be solved using Green's functions formalism 

[68]. That is, the solution of Eq. (1.88) is 

N(x,z) = Gj J G(x,y)IF(y,z)1 2 dy ( 4.17) 

where the Green's function G is a solution of 
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(4.18) 

plus boundary conditions. Once a formal solution (4.17) for N has been obtained, 

we substitute this into Eq. (1.87) to obtain a new integro-differential equation for 

the field F(x, z) 

. 8F 8
2
F (J ) 2z{3 8z + 8x2 - {32 - nj - (Yj G(x, y)IF(y, z)12 dy F = 0 ( 4.19) 

This is the nonlocal form of the NLS equation. Later we will see that this can be 

reduced to the diffusionless limit. 

The Green's function solution of (4.18) plus boundary conditions (2.11a or 

2.11 b) is, respectively, 

{ 
;1 e-(~) cosh(x/rt} 

G(x, y) = 
;1 e-(-;;-) cosh(y/rJ} 

x<y 
( 4.20) 

x>y 

for the case where the right-hand side is diffusive (zero flux to the left across the 

interface) and 

for~ 

(~) (.::.tt) _1_ e ro + ( rO-r) ) e ro 
2ro 2 r o(ro+rd x<y 

x<O 
G(x, y) = (~) (.::.tt) _1_ e ro + ( rp -r) ) e ro d 

2ro 2ro(ro+r1) x>y ( 4.21a) 

x>O 

for 1/ > 0 
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x<O 

G(x,y) = x<y (4.21b) 
x>O 

x>y 

for the case where both media are diffusive (finite flux). The Green's function G 

depends on the diffusion parameters ro and rl and on the boundary conditions as 

well. If diffusion is uniform (i.e. ro = r1) then the Green's function (4.21) takes a 

much simpler form 

{ 

( .::..::..1!) _1_ e rl 
2rl 

G(x,y) = 
_1_ eU;/') 
2rl 

x<y 
( 4.22) 

x>y 

In the limiting case when the diffusion lengths rO,r1 --+ 0, G(x,y) behave like a 

Dirac delta function for both cases, 

G(x, y) '" o(x - y) ( 4.23) 

thus by substituting Eq. (4.23) into Eq. (4.17) the excitation density N becomes 

N(x, z) rv ai J o(x - y)IF(y, z)12 dy = adF(x, z)12 ( 4.24) 

which is the nonlinear contribution for the diffusionless problem [22-25]. Since 

N(x, z) --+ aiIF(x, z)12 when ro, rl --+ 0, one can expect similar results to those of 

the diffusionless problem for small diffusion length. 

We now proceed to determine the equivalent potential U in the same fashion as 

was done in [24]. In order to make the analysis simpler, we consider the same value 
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of the diffusion length on both sides of the interface (i.e r = ro = rl) in the case 

where both left and right-hand media are diffusive. Hereafter we use the symbol 

r for the diffusion length parameter and Green's functions expressions (4.20) and 

(4.22) for the study of both zero and finite flux cases. 

4.3.1 Beam Stays in the Left-hand Medium 

The perturbation potentials V appeared in Eq. (4.6) are given by 

r x<O 
V(IAI2) = (4.25a) 

1 + 21AI2 - N x>O 

where 

{ 2[A[' x<O 
N(x) = (4.25b) 

~ It) G(x, y)IA(y)12 dy x>o 

for the case where diffusion is not permitted across the interface and 

x<o 
( 4.26a) 

x>o 

where 

10 2100 N(x)=2 G(x,y)IA(y)12dy+- G(x,y)IA(y)12dy 
-00 a 0 

(4.26b) 

for the case where diffusion is penrutted across the interface. 

To determine the explicit form of UL(x), we integrate Eq. (4.8c) using pertur

bation potential V above and then integrate Eq. (4.9), we get 
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( 4.27a) 

and 

( 4.27b) 

for the zero flux case and 

( 4.28a) 

and 

( 4.28b) 

for the finite flux case. The various elements appearing under the integral sign in 

the expressions of equivalent potential ULCx) are defined as, 

flex) = _1_10 

(IA(x,z)12)x [ roo G(x,y)IA(y,z)12 dy] dx 
fr7]o -00 io 

and 



4.3.2 Beam Stays in the Right-hand Medium 

The perturbation potential V is given by 

where 

{ 

2alAI2 
N(x) = 

2 It) G(x, y)IA(y)12 dy 

x<O 

x>O 

x<O 

x>O 

for the case where diffusion is not permitted across the interface and 

x<O 

x>O 

where 

N(x) = 2a 10

00 G(x, y)IA(y)12 dy + 2100 

G(x, y)IA(y)12 dy 

for the case where diffusion is permitted across the interface. 
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( 4.30a) 

( 4.30b) 

(4.31a) 

(4.31b) 

To determine the explicit form of Un(x), we integrate Eq. (4.8c) using pertur

bation potential V above and then integrate Eq. (4.9), we get 

( 4.32a) 

and 
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for the zero flux case and 

(4.33a) 

and 

( 4.33b) 

for the finite flux case. The elements 12, hI and h2 appearing in Eqs. (4.32) and 

(4.33) are defined as 

and 

Now we can calculate the composite potential U(x) from Eq. (4.12). In 

this problem the potential U(x) depends on Green's function G as well as on the 

nonlinear coefficients mismatch (Q = ~) of the two media. In the diffusionless 

limiter -+ 0), we can easily verify that the Eq. (4.12) gives the same expression 

obtained in Section 4.2. 
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We will now study the behavior of the equivalent potential U(x) as a function 

of diffusion length r while keeping the rest of the parameters of the problem fixed, 

to see effects of diffusion on the global reflection and transmission properties of self

focused channels propagating at an interface of two nonlinear diffusive media. In 

Figs. 4.2(a-d), the effective potential U(x) is plotted for P = 1.52, a = 0.75 and the 

diffusion lengths r = 0.01, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 respectively and they correspond to the 

case where diffusion cannot occur into the left medium. On the other hand, Figs. 

4.3(a-d) are the potentials with the same parameters as in Fig. 4.2 but now both 

media are diffusive. First, we can observe that the effective potential for r = 0.01, 

given in Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.3(a) are indeed very similar to each other and to the 

potential for the diffusionless case [24] (see Fig. 4.1 in Section 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2 Graphs of the effective potential for parameters a = 0.75, !::1 = 0.01, 7]1 = 0.38, 

and the diffusion lengths r = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.1, (c) 0.5, (d) 1.0. Diffusion is not permitted across 

the interface. 
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Figure 4.3 Same parameters as Fig. 4.2 except that diffusion is permitted across the interface. 

Second, we can see that the difference between the maximum and U( -00) of 

the effective potential U( x) increases in both cases, as the diffusion length increases. 

The increment of the difference being notably slower for the case where the diffusion 

is permitted across the interface, therefore we can conclude that transmission of 

the beam through the interface is achieved at smaller critical angle than for the 

case where the diffusion is not permitted across the interface. Third, the local 

minimum of the effective potential disappears in both cases, as the diffusion length 

increases therefore loosing the equilibrium state or the existence of the NSW. This 

is consistent with the Fig. 4.4 (which shows the power P versus effective wave 

number f3 for various diffusion length r = ro = rl for both boundary conditions), 

in that the critical power of the existence of the NSW increases as the diffusion 

length increases. The fact that the local minimwn is first lost in the case where the 
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diffusion is allowed across the interface can be physically justified since one expects 

that in this case it is more difficult for the field to build a high enough refractive 

index (or a sufficiently convergent local lens effect) to allow a channel to propagate 

parallel to the interface. Consistently, we observe in Fig. 4.4(b) that the shifting to 
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Figure 4.4 Graphs of power P vs. effective index (3 for (a) Zero flux, diffusion lengths Tl = 

0.0, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0, (b) Finite flux, diffusion lengths T = TO = Tl = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. 

higher powers is bigger as the diffusion increases, in the case where diffusion is 

permitted across the interface. This is consistent with the Andersen's results [32], 

where he reports that no piece of an incident beams is ever trapped as a NSW in 

the case where diffusion is permitted across the interface whereas a NSW is evident 

when diffusion is not permitted across the interface. This is relevant because the 

nonlinearity build up at the interface or the local lens effect in the zero flux case, 

enable energy to be trapped in an NSW. 

Finally, to confirm the validity of the theory, some numerical trajectories in 

a phase plane are presented in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, after numerically solving Eqs. 

(1.87) and (1.88), for incident beams whose intensity is given by Eq. (4.5), for fixed 
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power P = 1.52 and for various incident angle tPi (or various initial velocity vo) 

and for diffusion lengths r = 0.01, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0. Both cases of diffusion and 

diffusionless left medium axe considered and shown respectively in Figs. 4.5 and 

4.6. The following interesting behavior can be observed in these Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. 

First, in Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.6(a), the diffusion length r = 0.01 and these trajectories 

axe very similax to each other and also similax to the trajectories for the diffusionless 

case [24]. Second, for a fixed incident velocity Vo = 0.24, the beam is crossed the 

interface and is reflected in Fig. 4.5( a), but total internal reflection is observed in 

Fig. 4.5(c), where the diffusion length r = 0.01 and r = 0.5 respectively. Third, for 
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Figure 4.5 Phase plane trajectories of the incident beam peak position from a full numerical 

solution of Eqs. 1.87 and 1.88. For definition of trajectories 1-5 see text. Here diffusion length 

r = (a) 0.01, (b) 0.1, (c) 0.5 and (d) 1.0. Diffusion is not permitted across the interface. 
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Figure 4.6 Same parameters as Fig. 4.5 except that diffusion is permitted across the interface. 

a fixed incident velocity Vo = 0.52, total transmission is observed in Fig. 4.5( c) 

whereas the beam is reflected in Fig. 4.5( d), where the diffusion length r = 0.5 

and r = 1.0 respectively. But in the case of finite flux across the interface, total 

transmission is observed in Fig. 4.6( d), even though the diffusion length r = 1.0. 

Forth, for the diffusion length r = 0.5, trapped NSW is possible in Fig. 4.5( c), but 

it is impossible in Fig. 4.6( c) which are the cases of zero and finite flux across the 

interface. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the evolution of beams corresponding to the tra

jectories discussed in the above four interesting observations. Figures 4. 7( a )-( d) 

corresponding to trajectory 2 of Fig. 4.5(a), trajectory 3 of Fig. 4.5(c), trajectory 

1 of Fig. 4.5(c) and trajectory 2 of Fig. 4.5(d) respectvely. Figures 4.8(a), (b) and 
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Figure 4.7 Evolution of heams corresponding to (a) trajectory 2 of Fig. 4.5(a), (b) trajectory 

3 of Fig. 4.5(c), (c) traject.ory 5 of Fig. 4.5(c) (Trapping is possible). Plot (d) shows that the 

trapped NSW is illlPossihle ill tIll' cllse of Fig. -i.G(c). 

a) b) 

f t 
z z 

x---I> X--+ 
Transmission (r .. O.5, ZF) Partial penetration (r=1.0, ZF) 

c) 

f 
z 

x---l> 
Transmission (r.1.0, FF) 

Figure 4.8 Evolllt.ioll of Iwams corresponding to (a) trajectory 1 of Fig. 4.5(c), (b) trajectory 

2 of Fig. 4.5(d) alld (co) t.rajl'C'l.ory 1 of Fig. 4.6(d). 
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(d) represent trajectory 1 of Fig. 4.6(d), trajectory 5 of Fig. 4.5(c), and trajectory 

4 of Fig. 4.5(d) respectively. Figure 4.8(c) shows that beam moves away from the 

interface as it propagates parallel to the interface, therefore the trapped NSW is 

impossible in the case of Fig. 4.6( c). 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of the phase plane trajectories of the incident beam peak position 

obtained from a full numerical solution of Eqs. (1.87) and (1.88) (solid line) and the trajectories 

for the effective potential in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 (dashed line) for the diffusion lengths r = 1.0 

and for both sets of boundary conditions (a) diffusion is not permittted across the interface, (b) 

diffusion is permitted across the interface. 

Figure 4.9 shows the phase plane trajectories of incident beam peak position 

determined from the full numerical solution of Eqs. (1.87) and (1.88) and the trajec

tories computed from the equivalent particle theory for the diffusion length r = 1.0 

and for both types of boundary conditions. The solid line curves represent the 

numerical trajectories and the dashed line curves represent the theoretical trajecto-

ries. The agreement is very good in both cases, but better in the case of diffusion is 

permitted across the interface. Some places they do differ, because some radiation 

losses on transmission through the interface with subsequent reshaping. 
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4.4 All-optical Spatial Scanner 

The equivalent particle theory can be used in the theoretical analysis of several 

potential devices including an all-optical spatial scanner. This theory provides a 

powerful and simple analytical tool for the design of novel nonlinear optical switch

ing elements. Therefore, in this section, we use the above theory to show that the 

self-focused channel asymptotics are insensitive to the shape of the incident beam 

transverse profile [66]. As a specific illustration we consider the design of an all

optical spatial scanner based on self-focused channel propagation in two adjoining 

nonlinear dielectric media. The main result is that the operation of such a spatial 

scanner is insensitive to the actual incident beam shape, requiring only that a cer

tain area criterion be satisfied. The soliton sech shape which proved convenient in 

developing the equivalent particle theory therefore plays no special role as initial 

data. In effect, the theory works because any initial shape satisfying the appropriate 

area criterion, will decompose on propagation into its soliton (sech-like profile) and 

radiation components. The possibility also exists, according to the area criterion, 

that an arbitrary initial beam shape will decompose into its multi-soliton compo

nents [23]; this case will not be considered further here. The beam propagation 

method (BPM), which provides a standard computational technique for the study 

of light propagation, is used to verify the theoretical predictions. 

The incident beam transverse spatial profile is assumed to be Gaussian and its 

evolution near an interface separating two nonlinear (nondiffusive) dielectric media 

with positive Kerr coefficients is studied numerically. The behavior of this beam 

is compared with that of an incident spatial soliton (sech) beam under a variety 

of situations, showing quantitative agreement with the latter in all cases. In this 

study we consider the interface of two nonlinear nondiffusive media, therefore we 
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use Eq. (1.87) with 

(4.35) 

It is well known that in a homogeneous nonlinear medium (6. = ° and a = 1) the 

initial field F(x, 0) will decompose into soliton and radiation components. The same 

will be true in the presence of an interface, even if the beam is launched at a small 

angle, as long as it is initially well separated from that interface. The decomposition 

of the incident beam into its soliton and radiation components is determined from 

the scattering data of the corresponding linear eigenvalue problem. Although this 

problem is in general a difficult one, a known result gives an estimate of the number 

of discrete eigenvalues (i.e. the number of soliton components) as a function of the 

area under the envelope of the initial field IF(x,O)1 [67]. The first estimate, gives a 

necessary condition for the existence of solitons. It is 

(1
00 

IF(x,0)ldx)2 2::~(0.817) 
-00 ao 

( 4.36) 

If on the other hand the number of eigenvalues N is large, an approximate estimate 

is given by the Born-Sommerfeld condition 

~ ~ 

(:0) 2 (N -~) 7r < I: IF(x,O)ldx ~ (:0) 2 (N +~) 7r ( 4.37) 

This area condition can be used to establish the number of self-focused channels 

which emerge from any arbitrary initial beam shape. The study here is restricted 

to initial Gaussian beam shapes 
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~ 

( 
2 ) 2 ( '" - ~ ) 2 '( JL .It) F(x,O) = a ao e- --w- el 

2
X

- 2 (4.38) 

where a is a constant factor in the amplitude and the normalized incident beam 

area Ai = v:;r a w will in cases of present interest lie between ~ and 32Tr. In this case 

only a single soliton 

(
2 )! IFs(x,O)1 = ao 27Josech[27Jo(x-x)] ( 4.39) 

will emerge from the incident beam. The intensity of the Gaussian beam is 2a
2

, 
0'0 

w is the beam width and v is the velocity proportional to the sine of the angle of 

incidence (v = 2kno sin 1/Ji) [24]. 

As an initial test, Gaussian beams are propagated using the BPM in a homoge-

neous nonlinear medium and as predicted, each Gaussian beam gradually reshapes 

into a single spatial soliton beam, as it propagates. The power of the spatial soliton 

beams are measured for varying Gaussian powers and areas; Table I shows some 

measured numerical values of the power of the spatial soliton beams. The evolution 

of an incident Gaussian beam approaching an interface is next compared with that 

of an incident sech spatial soliton beam whose shape is determined from Table I. 

In all cases, the linear refractive index mismatch ~ = 0.1 and a = 0.75. The value 

of a guarantees that no beam break up will occur at the crossing of the interface 

[24,25] (also see Section 4.1). Figures 4.10(a) - 4.10(d) show the spatial scanning of 

both the Gaussian beam and the corresponding spatial soliton beam for initial beam 

areas Ai = 7r, 34Tr, 5471' and 3r respectively. In all of these cases the initial angle of 

incidence is fixed, corresponding to a value of the velocity v = 0.4, and the different 

trajectories correspond to different incident powers. We find that the agreement 
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between both trajectories is always excellent. This lack of sensitive dependence on 

the beam profile shape proves that the equivalent particle theory is general in the 

sense that it provides accurate beam trajectories regardless of whether the initial 

profile is Gaussian, sech-like or any arbitrary shape. In all cases of Fig. 4.10(a), we 

observed that 100% of the initial Gaussian beam power is converted into the spatial 

soliton beam. This is reasonable because the initial beam area Ai of Gaussian beam 

and the soliton beam are the same and are 7r. Since all the initial power P goes into 

the soliton component) this quantity provides the proper design parameters to be 

used in the expression for the potential in the equivalent particle analysis [24,25]. 

Table I Gaussian powers and the corresponding soliton powers for four different Gaussian areas. 

Also shown is the percentage of power converted into the soliton component. Here ao = 1.5. 

Initial Soliton Percentage dtlle Gaussian 
GaUS4ian Initial Gaussian power power converted into 

area (A,> eA 
2 J1T) power --

DlIo .,f2 (~) the wliton power 

1.0500 1.0500 100% 
1.3125 1.3125 100% 

11 1.5749 1.5749 100% 
1.8375 1.8375 100% 
2.1000 2.1000 100% 
2.3624 2.3624 1000/0 

1.3289 1.2000 90% 
1.4765 1.3067 89% 

3" 1.6242 1.4133 87% 
4 

1.7718 1.5573 88% 
1.9195 1.7973 94% 

1.2304 1.1840 96% 
1.6406 1.5733 96% 

577 2.0507 1.8933 91% 
4 

2.4609 2.1173 86% 
2.8710 2.4533 86% 

1.1812 1.1467 97% 
3" 1.7718 1.6533 93% 

2 2.3624 2.0267 86% 
2.9531 2.7733 94% 
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Similar results can be expected for other profiles satisfying the condition of area 

Ai = 7r. In contrast, when the area of the incident Gaussian beam is not 7r, some 

radiation appears as it propagates towards the interface. Nevertheless in all cases 

the amount is very small (less than 15% as we can see in Table I), and as we can 

see in Figs. 4.10(b), 4.10(c) and 4.10(d) its appearance does not greatly affect the 

evolution of the confined component of the beam. Indeed we can again neglect the 

effect of radiation and describe the beam trajectory using the equivalent particle 

theory, where the amount of power carried by the soliton again provides the proper 

parameters to be used in the equivalent potential expression above. In fact if we 

facilitate the analysis by simply assuming that as in the case of area Ai = 7r, all the 

power goes into the soliton then the comparison between theoretical and numerical 

It 

Figure 4.10 Spatial scanning of Gaussian beams and the corresponding spatial soliton (sech) 

beams. Solid lines represent the Gaussian beam trajectories for fixed velocity V = 0.4, fixed area 

(a) 7r, (b) 37r /4, (c) 57r /4 and (d) 37r /2 and the varying power values P (see Table I for varying 

power values for each Gaussian area). The dashed lines represent the corresponding spatial soliton 

(scch) beam trajectories. 
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trajectories although less accurate will still be very good. The results presented 

in Fig. 4.10 are not restricted to the parameters chosen. Figure 4.11 shows the 

trajectories of both the Gaussian beams and the corresponding spatial soliton beams 

for fixed area 7r, fixed power P = 1.050 and varying angle of incidence. Once more 

the agreement is good in all cases. 

z 

aJI aJI 
x 

Figure 4.11 Spatial scanning of Gaussian beams and the corresponding spatial soliton (sech) 

beams. Solid lines represent the Gaussian beam trajectories for fixed area 71", fixed power P = 

1.050 and the varying velocities (v = 0.40, 0.48, 0.56, 0.6<1, 0.72, 0.80, 0.88). The dashed lines 

represent the corresponding spatial soliton (sech) beam trajectories. 

In conclusion, the effect of diffusion of the nonlinear excitation on the global 

reflection, transmission and self-trapping characteristics of a self-focused channel 

propagating at an oblique angle to the interface separating two nonlinear diffusive 

media has been investigated. Extension of the equivalent particle theory in Ref. [24] 

to this case leads to a simple but quantitative explanation of the behavior of the 

light channel under transmission, reflection or trapping as an NSW. Stability of the 

latter NSWs, which previously could only be established by solving the full problem 

(Eqs. (1.87) and (1.88)) numerically using the BPM, follows trivially, C1S in the 
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diffusionless case, from an inspection of the equivalent potential. The dependence 

of the equivalent potential shape on diffusion length, in addition to its dependence 

on incident power as in the diffusionless case, provides important physical insight 

into the role of diffusion and, in particular, the nature of the diffusion mechanism 

at the interface, on the asymptotic transmission and reflection characteristics of the 

beam. The main shortcoming of the equivalent particle theory lies in its neglect of 

radiation generated due to interaction with the interface and the precise functional 

form of the stationary NSW at the interface. This assumption is more severe in 

the present case due to the non-integrability of the nonlocal NLS equation but 

nevertheless, according to the numerics shown here, the simple equivalent particle 

picture works extremely well. 

The increased diffusion makes light channel transmission more difficult by rais

ing the potential barrier of the equivalent potential and, moreover, that the potential 

barrier increases more rapidly with diffusion length for the case of zero flux of ex

citation across the interface. In addition, the local equilibria representing stable or 

unstable NSWs computed earlier in Refs. [33,34], are eventually washed out indi

cating that strong diffusion also places an upper limit for the existence of trapped 

NSWs. 

In Section 4.4, the general applicability of the equivalent particle theory [24,25] 

has been confirmed. As shown above the spatial scanning of confined beams sat

isfying the area condition is effectively insensitive to the beam profile shape and 

it is the power which determine the beam asymptotics. The equivalent particle 

theory provides a powerful quantitative and simple analytical tool for all optical 

system design. One can expect that other phenomena such as beam break-up when 

a < 4/9, already explained for sech-like beams, should also be independent of the 
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profile. Also if the area of the incident beam Ai > 3
2
7r, one can expect to see beam 

spliting occurring at an interface as it was already numerically observed for a bound 

two soliton initial condition [24]. 
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CHAPTER 5 

BOUNDARY LAYER METHOD 

In this chapter we discuss the boundary layer method [69] as a perturbative 

method for solving the stationary state equations (2.1) and (2.2). A boundary layer 

is a narrow region where the solution of a differential equation changes rapidly. Here 

we consider the diffusion length parameter as perturbing parameter and construct 

the boundary layer analysis to find the solution to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), when the 

diffusion length parameter is very small. 

For convenience, we rewrite the Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) replacing the diffusion 

length parameters TO and T} by co and ct. Therefore, we have 

cf2F 2 
dx2 - (qo + N)F = 0 

2cf2N 2 
Co dx2 - N + o:oF = 0 x~O (5.1) 

and 

d2F 
dx2 - (qi + N)F = 0 

2cf2N 2 
cl dx2 - N + o:}F = 0 x;::: 0 (5.2) 

In the limit CO,C} « 1, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) define a boundary layer at the interface 

x = O. The thickness of the layer is determined by the boundary arguments. By 

definition, the thickness of a boundary layer must approach 0 as ei -+ 0, i = 0,1. 

N ow let b be the thickness of the boundary layer and define a new variable X = x / b, 

then the Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) become, 
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1cf2F 2 ) 
62 dX2 - (qo + N F = 0 

c5 cf2 N 2 
62 dX2 - N + ao F = 0 x:::;O (5.3) 

and 

1 cf2F 2 
62 dX2 - (ql + N)F = 0 

ci cf2 N 2 
62 dX2 - N + alF = 0 x~O (5.4) 

The two terms in the F-equations are the same magnitude if 6 rv 1. Thus the 

variable x is already properly scaled to represent the boundary layer region for 

F. To make the three terms in the N-equations be of the same order, we choose 

6 rv co, Cl. Therefore the inner variable X can be redefined as 

X= {
:a 
L 
~1 

x<O 

x>O 
(5.5) 

In the next section we consider the outer region which contains no boundary 

layer and derive the outer solution of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). 

5.1 Solution in the Outer Region 

The outer region is characterized by the absence of rapid variation of the vari

ables F and N so that their derivatives are all of order 1 as ci -+ O. For convenience 

we introduce the outer variables F and jij for the field F and the carrier density N. 

We seek an outer solution in the form of a perturbation series in powers of Ci, 
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In terms of these variables (5.1) and (5.2) become 

cPF - -
dx 2 - (q~ + N)F = 0 

2 cPN - -2 
Co dx 2 - N + aoF = 0 x~O (5.7) 

and 

cPF 2 --
dx 2 - (ql + N)F = 0 

2 cPN - -2 
cl dx 2 - N + alF = 0 x2:0 (5.8) 

Substituting Eq. (5.6) into Eq. (5.7) and equating the leading order terms of 

Cj yields 

for x < 0 

(5.9) 

Thus from Eqs. (5.9) we get a single equation 

(5.10) 
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Two types of analytical solutions exist for Eq. (5.10) 

( 
2 ) 1/2 

Fo(x) = ao qo sechqo(x - xo) (5.11) 

which has a peak on the right-hand side of the interface and 

( 
2 ) 1/2 

Fo(x) = ao qo sechqo(x + xo) (5.12) 

which has a peak on the left-hand side of the interface. The solution for carrier 

density is 

(5.13) 

Substituting Eq. (5.6) into Eq. (5.8) and equating the leading order terms of 

Ej yields 

cf2 Fo 2 ~ ~ 
dx 2 - (qI + No)Fo = 0 

~ ~2 

No - a1FO = 0 (5.14) 

Thus from Eqs. (5.14) we get a single equation 

(5.15) 

Two types of analytical solutions exist for Eq. (5.15) 

( 
2 ) 1/2 

Fo(x) = ao qo sechqo(x - xd (5.16) 
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which has a peak on the right-hand side of the interface and 

(5.17) 

which has a peak on the left-hand side of the interface. The solution for carrier 

density is 

(5.18) 

The constants Xo and Xl, which appear in Eqs. (5.11), (5.12), (5.16) and (5.17), 

are defined as 

Here we are interested only on the leading order solution. The exressions for 

Fo(x) and No(x) give the leading order solution for the electric field F and the 

carrier density N in the outer region. 

5.2 Solution in the Inner Region 

In the inner region, the derivative term dN / dx is bigger than N because N 

is rapidly varying. For convenience we introduce the inner variables F and N for 
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the field F and the carrier density N. We seek an inner solution in the form of a 

perturbation series in powers of c i, 

(5.19) 

In terms of these variables (5.3) and (5.4) become 

x ::; 0 (5.20) 

and 

x 2: 0 (5.21) 

Substituting Eq. (5.19) into Eq. (5.20) and equating the leading order terms 

of cj yields 

for X < 0 

(5.22) 

and the solution for Eq. (5.22) is given by 
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Fo(x) = bo 

~ 2 
No(x) = coexp(X) + aobo (5.23) 

By matching the inner solution and outer solution at the boundary layer, we get 

bo = (2/ao)1/2 qO sech(qoxo). 

Substituting Eq. (5.19) into Eq. (5.21) and equating the leading order terms 

of tj yields 

for X> 0 

(5.24) 

and the solution for Eq. (5.22) is given by 

(5.25) 

By matching the inner solution and outer solution at the boundary layer, we get 

bI = (2/at)1/2 q1 sech(ql x t). 

By using the continuous flux boundary condition 

(5.26) 
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and the continuity of No at the interface x = 0, we have 

(5.27) 

where £ = £1/£0' 

Therefore, the leading order inner solution for carrier density N is given by 

{

Co exp{.L) + aob~ 
~ t:o 
No{x) = 

Cl exp{ - t:~) + alb? 

x<O 
(5.28) 

x>O 

where Co and Cl are given by Eq. (5.27). 

5.3 Solution from Green's Function Approach 

In this section, we are going to obtain inner solution for the carrier density N 

using a Green's function method and compare with the above solution which we 

obtained with the boundary layer method. In Chapter 4 we wrote the solution for 

carrier density in Eq. 4.17 as 

(5.29) 

where the Green's function G{x,y) is given by Eq. (4.21) 

for~ 
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x<y 
x<O 

G(x,y) = x>y (5.30a) 

x>O 

for u..2...Q 

x<O 

G(x,y) = x<y (5.30b) 
x>O 

x>y 

Substituting the Green's function Eq. (5.30) into Eq. (5.29) and simplifying, 

we get 

x<O 
(5.31) 

x>O 

which is exactly the same expression we obtained from the boundary layer method. 

When the diffusion length parameter ri (rv ci) is very small, the boundary layer 

region will be very small and N will vary rapidly in that region. As the diffusion 

length increases the thickness of the boundary layer increases. Therefore for a bigger 

value of the diffusion length, N varies more slowly. This behavior is consistent with 

the numerical solutions of the electric field F and the carrier density N shown in 

Chapter 2. In Fig. 2.12, we saw that for a small value of diffusion length the shape 

of N is very narrow and for large values of diffusion lengths the shape is very broad. 
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This is again consistent with the shape of the effective potential in Chapter 4. 

As we saw in Fig. 4.3, for smaller values of diffusion length the trapped stationary 

nonlinear surface waves can exist, but for larger value of diffusion lengths it can 

not exist, since the equilibrium state disappears as the diffusion length increases. 

For large values of the diffusion length, it is more difficult for the field to build up 

a high enough refractive index to allow a channel to be trapped at the interface, 

because the shape of N broadens and eventually disappears as the diffusion length 

Increases. 
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TWO NONLINEAR DIELECTRICS 
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Single beam propagation at the interface of two nonlinear dielectrics had been 

studied extensively in Refs. [22-25]. In the last five chapters, we have studied the 

same problem for the interface of two diffusive nonlinear dielectrics. In this chapter 

we study the dynamics of two soliton beam interacting at an interface separating two 

nonlinear non-diffusive dielectrics. Here one might expect interesting phenomena, 

since the nonlinear interaction between beams may play an important role. In this 

problem, so long as the two beams are well separated, the dynamics of each beam 

are very simple and can be determined by its own potential. But when the two 

beams collide, the nonlinear interaction will make the dynamics more complicated. 

According to one of the soliton properties of NLS, when two solitons with differ-

ent amplitudes TJi and velocities Vj, i = 1,2, propagate and collide in a homogeneous 

medium, they remain unchanged. Each will continue propagating with the same 

veloci ty Vi i = 1, 2 (See Fig. 6.1). The net effect of the collision is that the center 

of mass of each is shifted by an amount OXj, i = 1,2 where[25] 

(6.1) 

and OX2 = -TJdTJ20Xl. If we have an interface of two nonlinear media, then the 

above property is no longer valid and the dynamics of those two beams becomes very 

complex and depends on the amount of perturbation. It is important, therefore, to 

study the two beam interaction at an interface and seek to understand the dynamics 

and nonlinear optical switching behavior of such beams. 
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Figure 6.1 Evolution of two solitons with different amplitudes 171 = 0.58 and 7]2 = 0.49 and 

velocities vI = 0.0 and v2 = -0.057 in a homogeneous medium. Two solitons collide and remain 

unchanged with a small phase shift. 

In the next section we will derive the evolution equations for the parameters of 

the two-soliton solution of NLS. In the following section we will use the equivalent 

particle theory to study the dynamics and the nonlinear optical switching of two 

beams when those two beams interact at the interface of two nonlinear media. 

6.1 Dynamics 

We will use the two-soliton solution of NLS to obtain an equivalent two particle 

picture by performing a perturbation analysis in the Inverse Scattering Transform 

frame [70]. In this section we mainly focus on how to'derive the evolution equations 

of parameters 171,7]2 (amplitudes), 6,6 (phase velocities), Xl, X2 (peak position 
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or center of mass), and 0"1,0"2 (phase), of the exact two-soliton solution of NLS 

using the above perturbation analysis. We use the Hamiltonian formulation of NLS 

[47,70] to derive the evolution equations of the soliton parameters of the two-soliton 

solution. 

To obtain an equivalent two particle description, we follow an approach similar 

to that used in Sec. 4.1. Consider the perturbed NLS of Eq. (4.6) 

(6.2) 

where the perturbation potential V is given by 

x<O 
(6.3a) 

x>O 

for the case where the initial beams are located in the right-hand medium and 

x<O 
(6.3b) 

x>O 

for the case where the initial beams are located in the left-hand medium. 

To derive the evolution equations for the soliton parameters, we construct the 

Hamiltonian structure of Eq. (6.2). The first term of Eq. (6.2) can be written as 

the gradient of the Hamiltonian H, with respect to A*[70], 

.A 6H 
z z = 6A* 

The Hamiltonian H can be written as sum of two parts 

(6.4) 
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H = Ho +8Ho (6.5) 

where Ho represents the Hamiltonian for unperturbed equation of (6.2) and 8Ho is 

the correction to the Hamiltonian due to the perturbation. Therefore, 

(6.6) 

and 

(6.7a) 

for the case where the initial beams are located in the right-hand mediwn and 

(6. 7b) 

for the case where the initial beams are located in the left-hand medium. 

When ~ = 0 and Q = 1, Eqs. (6.2-6.7) describe the unperturbed case and 

there is an exact two-soliton solution for the unperturbed equation. The explicit 

form of this exact two-soliton solution is given in Appendix A. In this case, the 

simplest form of the Hamiltonian Ho of Eq. (6.6) is given in Ref. [70], 

(6.8) 

In the unperturbed case the Hamiltonian Ho can be written as a function of canon-

ical variables 
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(6.9) 

such that 

aHo 
PI:: = - aYI ' 

aHo 
P2:: = - ay2 ' 

aHo 
QI:: = - aZI ' 

aHo 
Q2:: = - aZ2 

aHo 
Ylz = aPI' 

aHo 
Y2z = ap2' 

aHo 
Zlz= aQ1' 

aHo 
Z2z = aQ2 (6.10) 

where 

(6.11) 

Since we neglect radiation, we assume that the full Hamiltonian H is a function 

of those canonical variables for the perturbed problem (.6. =1= 0 and ll' =1= 1) of Eq. 

(6.2). In order to derive the evolution equations for the soliton parameters, we have 

to evaluate the integral on the right hand side of Eq. (6.7) for 8Ho. Since the exact 

expression for the two-soliton solution is a ratio of two complicated functions, the 

integral of (6.7) is analytically intractable. But, the integral of the first term on the 

right hand side of Eq. (6.7) which involves IAI2 can be analytically evaluated using 

the Hirota formalism [71]. 

From the Hirota formalism [71], the IAI2 term can be written as 

a2 

IA(x, t)12 = ax2 In F(x, t) (6.12) 
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where 

F(x, t) = cosh(a) [cosh(27}I(X - Xl)) cosh(27}2 (x - X2))] 

+ sinh(a) [sinh(27}I(x - XI)) sinh(27}2(x - X2)) - COS(¢2 - ¢d] 

Therefore Eq. (6.7) for aHo becomes 

aHo = _~ [Fx]O _ (a -1)10 
(FFxx ~ F;)2 dx 

F _= _= F 
(6.13a) 

for the case where the initial beams are located in the right-hand medium and 

aHo = ~ [Fx] = _ (a-1 _ 1) f= (FFxx ~ F;)2 dx 
F 0 10 F 

(6.13b) 

for the case where the initial beams are located in the left-hand medium. We 

evaluate the integrals appearing in Eqs. (6.13) numerically. 

6.1.1 Initial Beams Stay in the Right-hand Medium 

Substituting Eqs. (6.8) and (6.13a) into Eq. (6.5), we write the Hamiltonian 

H in canonical variables 

H = PlQI - Q~ + PiQ2 - Q~ - ~ (QI + Q2) 
4 12 4 12 2 

~A 10 
C

2 

+--(a-1) -dx 
2B _= E4 

(6.14) 

From Eq. (6.10) we write the evolution equations for the two-soliton parameters as 
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-46 = -~ [B 8A - A 8B 1 
z 2B2 8Yi 8Yi 

1
0 EC Be - 2C2 BE 

+ 2(a - 1) -00 BY
t E5 BY

t dx 

~ [8A 8B] -46 z = - 2B2 B 8Y2 - A 81'2 

1
0 EC ae - 2C2 BE 

+ 2(a - 1) -00 BY
2 E5 aY

2 dx 
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(6.15) 

The explicit forms of various elements appearing in the above expressions can be 

found in Appendix B. By looking at the explicit expression for 1Jlz and 1J2z' we find 

(6.16) 

So we have 1Jl + 1J2 = constant, which means the total power PT = 41JI + 41J2 of 

two-soliton solution is constant. By introducing the new variable a = 2( a2 - al) 

for the phase difference and from Eq. (6.16), the above system of eight equations 

can be reduced to a system of six equations 

~ [aA aB] 
IZ = 2B2 B aZ

1 
- A aZ

1 

1
0 EC ac - 2C2 aE 

- 4(0' - 1) -00 az\ E5 az\ dx 



where 
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o EC( ae ae) 2C2( aE aE) 
+ 2( a - 1) [00 BY;" - '8Y;;5 aY;'" - '8Y; dx 

a z = VI V2 - 4Co'Y + ~ [B( BA _ BA) _ A( BB _ BB )] 
4 2B2 BQ2 BQI BQ2 BQI 

1
0 EC( ae ae) 2C2( aE aE ) 

+ 2( a - 1) -00 aQ; - 8ch;5 aQ; - 8ch dx (6.17) 

4Co = 4(772 + 77d 

'Y = 4(772 - 77d 

vI = -4(6 +~d 

V2 = -4(6 - 6) 

Equations (6.17) describe the ODE model of the two beam interaction problem 
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assuming both beams are on the right-hand side. In the next section we obtain a 

similar system of equations assuming both beams are on the left-hand side. 

6.1.2 Initial Beams Stay in the Left-hand Medium 

Substituting Eqs. (6.8) and (6.13b) into Eq. (6.5), we write the Hamiltonian 

H in canonical variables 

H = PlQl - Q~ + PiQ2 - Q~ + ~(Ql +Q2) 
4 12 4 12 2 

~A 100 c2 

+ - - (a- 1 
- 1) -dx 

2B 0 E4 
(6.18) 

Following the steps in the previous section, we write the evolution equations for the 

parameters of two-soliton solution as 

~ [8A 8B] 
IZ = 2B2 B 8Z

1 
- A 8Z

1 

[00 EC ac _ 2C2 aE 
- 4(a-1 - 1) Jo aZt E5 aZt dx 
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(6.19) 

The above systems of ODEs describe the evolution of the parameters of the two-

soliton solution of NLS for the study of the dynamics of two beams interacting at 

an interface of two nonlinear media. Since this system of ODEs is very complicated 

and involves integrals, analysis is very complex. However, this system can be solved 

numerically. Before we proceed to those numerical solutions we consider some 

limiting cases to verify the consistency of the system. 

6.1.3 Limiting Cases 

In order to verify the consistency of the ODE model of Eqs. (6.17) and (6.19), 

we consider three limiting cases. 
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Case 1: Unperturbed Problem (~ = 0 and Q' = 1) 

This case represents the problem of a homogeneous medium (no interface prob

lem). Substituting D. = 0 and a = 1 in the ODE models described in Sections (6.1.1) 

and (6.1.2) yields 

TJI~ = 0 

TJ2z = 0 

6z = 0 

~2z = 0 

Xlz = -46 

X2z = -46 

Ul z = 2(~i - TJi) 

U2 z = 2(~i - TJi) 

which are exactly the evolution equations for the unperturbed problem. 

(6.20) 

Case 2: Two Beams Far Away from the Interface (Xl » 1 and X2 » 1) 

In this case, we consider the two solitons are located far away from the interface. 

Therefore, they are not affected by the interface. Approximating sech and tanh 

when its argument is very large or small, we reduce the system of Eqs. (6.17) and 

(6.19) to 
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6%",0 

e2% '" 0 

Xl .. '" -46 

X2 .. '" -46 

0"1 % '" 2(ei - 7];) 

0"2% '" 2(ei - 7]~) (6.21) 

which represent the evolution equations for the problem of a homogeneous medium. 

Case 3: Two Beams Well Separated ( X2 - Xl » 1) 

This is an important limiting case, in this case we choose Xl close to the 

interface and X2 far away from the interface. The second beam is not affected 

by the interface but the first is. By making careful approximations of sech and tanh 

terms in the ODE model, we reduce the system of Eqs. (6.17) to 

7]1 % I"V 0 

7]2 z I"V 0 

b. 
6z I"V 27]1 sech2 (27]lX1) + 27]~(a -1)sech4 (27]l X1) 

X2 .. I"V -46 

O"lz '" 2(e; -7];) + const. 

(6.22a) 



and the system of Eqs. (6.19) to 

7J2z ,..., 0 
/:). 

6z ,..., 2'7J1 sech2(27JI Xl) - 27Jt(a-1 - 1) sech4(27JI Xl) 

6 z ""'0 

O"lz ,..., 2(~i -77i) + const. 

0"2z ,..., 2(~~ - 77~) 
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(6.22b) 

which represent the evolution equations for the single beam (single particle) problem 

at the interface of two nonlinear media. 

Since these three limiting cases give the expected limit, we assume that this 

ODE model is consistent and an appropriate analytical model for the problem. 

6.2 Nonlinear Optical Switching 

In this section we are going to do some analysis on our ODE model of the sys

tem of evolution equations to study and understand the dynamics and the optical 

switching of two beams as they propagate along the interface of the two nonlinear 

media. We propagate a single beam parallel to the interface as a trapped surface 

wave. and propagate a secondary beam far away from the interface with finite inci

dent angle to the interface, make them collide at the interface and understand the 

behavior of such beam after collision. 
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Our numerical simulations shown in Figs. 6.2-6.4 show some interesting non

linear optical switching. Figures 6.2-6.4 show the evolution of two beams when a 

single beam with power PI = 2.32 is trapped at the interface (velocity VI = 0) and 

a second beam with power P2 = 1.96 is incident at a varying angles (proportional 

to velocities V2 = -0.176, -0.096 and -0.057) to the interface. In Fig. 6.2, the 

velocity of the incident beam is V2 = -0.176, here both beams are transmitted after 

collision. In Fig. 6.3 which is the case of velocity V2 = -0.096, the incident beam 

is transmitted through the interface and the trapped beam moves away from the 

interface to the right after collision. In Fig. 6.4 which is the case of small velocity 

V2 = -0.057, the tails of both beams interact as the incident beam comes closer to 

the trapped beam and without colliding, the incident beam is reflected while the 

trapped beam is essentially unaffected. 

Figure 6.2 Evolution of two beams when a single beam with power PI = 2.32 (7]1 = 0.58) is 

trapped at the interface of two nonlinear media and a second beam with power P2 = 1.96 (7]2 = 

0.49) is incident at an angle proportional to velocity V2 = -0.176 to the interface. 
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Figure 6.3 Same as Fig. 6.2 except velocity V2 = -0.096 (smaller angle of incident) 

Figure 6.4 Same as Fig. 6.2 except velocity V2 = -0.057 (smaller angle of incident) 
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In Figs. 6.5-6.7, center of mass and velocity of center of mass of two beams 

are plotted against propagation distance z for both the ODE model and the PDE , 
system. In these figures the solid lines represent the numerical solutions of the ODE 

model and the dashed lines correspond to numerical solutions of full PDE. Since we 

have excellent agreement between these two solutions, we assume our ODE model 

is a very good (though complex) analytical model for this problem. A simple and 

useful analytical expression from the complicated ODE model can be obtained in 

the case of Fig. 6.4, because in this case the system of ODEs can be reduced by 

eliminating some of the parameters, since the velocity of the incident beam is small 

and the trapped beam remains unaffected. Here the equivalent particle theory can 

be applied to find the effective potential for the incident beam. 

This case provides an interesting nonlinear optical switch. If we consider a 

homogeneous nonlinear medium instead of an interface of two nonlinear media, the 
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two beams interact and collide each other and propagate continuously with the same 

initial velocity (or the same angle of incidence) but with a small phase shift which 

is given by Eq. (6.1) (also see Fig. 6.1). In the presence of the interface and the 

absence of trapped beam an incident beam with the (same) velocity V2 = -0.057 is 
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Figure 6.8 Evolution of single incident beam of power P2 = 1.96 and velocity V2 = -0.057 

(same parameters as Fig. 6.4). Here the trapped beam is absent. 

Figure 6.9 Same as Fig. 6.4 but the power of the trapped beam is PI = 2.08 (Jess power). 
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transmitted through the interface (see Fig. 6.8). Here the trapped beam switches 

the incident beam by changing the refractive index at the interface. We can observe 

behavior opposite to that of Fig 6.4, by varying the power of the trapped beam. 

Figure 6.9 shows the evolution of two beams when the power of the trapped beam 

(PI = 2.08) is less than that of the case in Fig. 6.4. With lower power in the trapped 

beam, we can get a total transmission of incident beam through the interface after 

collision. Therefore, the trapped beam acts as a power controllable switch to reflect 

or transmit the incident beam incident at a small oblique angle to the interface. 

6.2.1 Analysis 

In this section we will analyze the dynamics of optical switching case where a 

trapped beam acts as a switch to direct the incident beam (ie. the case of Fig. 

6.4.) Here we can predict the dynamics of the incident beam by finding the effective 

potential. Since the trapped beam stays trapped continuously at the interface we 

may assume 

7JI = Co (Const.) 

6 =0 

Xl = 0 

and simplify the ODE model of Eqs. (6.17) and (6.19). 

(6.23) 

Making above assumption and dropping smaller terms we reduce the system of 

Eqs. (6.17) and (6.19) to a simple system oftwo ODEs. Using the equivalent particle 

theory and following the steps for finding the effective potential as in Chapter 4, we 

write the composite potential for the incident beam as 
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(6.24), 

Here H is the heavyside function. Moreover this global potential U(X2) can be 

wri t ten in two parts as 

(6.25) 

where Uold (X2) represents the potential for the single particle (in the absence of the 

trapped beam) and Unew (X2) is the correction due to the presence of the trapped 

beam. The explicit form of the potential can be obtained from 

Uold(X2) = [1 - H(X2)]ULoIAx2) + H(X2)URold (X2) 

Unew (X2) = [1- H(X2)]UL new (X2) + H(X2)URnew (X2) 

URo1d (X2) = !::,. tanh(21]2x2) + 41]~(a - 1) tanh2(21]2x2) 

4 3( 3 - 31]2 a-I) tanh (21]2 X2) 

ULoIAx2) = !::,. tanh(21]2x2) - 41]~(a-1 - 1) tanh2(21]2x2) 

4 + 31]~(a-1 - 1)tanh3 (21]2 x2) 

U R new (X2) = !::"Co(To - Td tanh(21]2 x2) + GO(X2) 

U L new (X2) = !::"Co(To - TJ) tanh(21]2x2) + G1 (X2) 

2Co 
To = - CJ + 1]~ 

COe2 

Tl = (CJ + 1]~)2 

Here UR
O
ld(X2) and ULoid (X2) represent respectively the right-hand side and the left

hand side potentials for the single particle problem (in the absence of the trapped 
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beam). The terms U Rnew (X2) and U Lnew (X2) are the corrections to the old potential 

due tb the presence of the trapped beam. The terms GO(X2) and G1 (X2) account 

for the contributions from the integral terms. 

Figure 6.10 shows the shape of the effective potential and the phase plane 

trajectories of the incident beam for the case of small velocity V2 = -0.057. In 

Fig. 6.10b, the solid line represents the phase plane trajectory obtained from the 

equivalent particle theory using above potential and the dashed line corresponds 

to the numerical solution of the full PDE's. Since we have excellent agreement 

between these two curves, the dynamics and the beam switching behavior can be 

read off from the shape of the potential in the case of small angle of incidence. We 

have already observed that we can get a total transmission of the incident beam 

by lowering the power of the trapped beam. However expression (6.25) for the 
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Figure 6.10 Plots of effective potential and phnse plane trajectories of the incident beam for 

small velocity V2 = -0.057. The solid line represents the phase plane trajectory obtained from 

the equivalent particle theory using Eq. 6.25 and the dashed line corresponds to the numerical 

solution of the full PDE's. 
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potential are not valid for this case, because, as we have seen in Fig. 6.9, after the 

collision of two beams the trapped beam propagates into the right-hand medium 

(violating the assumption (6.23)). 

We may analyze this switching case in another way. The trapped beam can be 

considered as a perturbation of the incident beam. Substituting ER = nr + GilFI2 

into the original field equation (1.87), we get 

. 8F 8
2 
F (2 2 1 12) z-+--- (3 -n·-G·F F=O at 8x2 I I 

(6.26) 

where t = z /2(3. Write the field F as 

(6.27) 

where FI represents the trapped surface wave and F2 represents the incident beam. 

Substituting Eq. (6.27) into (6.26) and assuming FI satisfies the stationary state 

equation, which is given by Eq. (2.7), we get the envelope equation for F2 

(6.28) 

where the coupling term is given by W = 2Fl F2 + Fl Fi + 21F212 FI + Fi Fl' 

Using the equivalent particle theory and following the steps for finding the 

effective potential as in Chapter 4, we find the global potential 

(6.29) 
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for the incident beam. Here Uold (X2) represents the potential for single particle (in 

the absence of the trapped beam) and Unew (X2) is the correction due to the presence 

of the trapped beam as a perturbation. The explicit form of the potential can be 

obtained from 

Uold(X2) = [1- H(X2)]ULoIAx2) + H(X2)URoIAx2) 

Unew (X2) = [1- H(X2)]ULn" ... (X2) + H(X2)URncw (X2) 

U RolA X2) = !:1 tanh( 21]2 X2) + 41]~ ( a-I) tanh 2 (21]2 X2) 

- ~1]~(a - 1) tanh3(21]2x2) 

ULoId (X2) = !:1 tanh(21]2x2) - 41]~( a-I - 1) tanh2(21]2x2) 

4 3 (-I ) anh3 ( -) + '31]2 a-I t 21]2 X 2 

U Rncw (X2) = 4( a - l)qi sech2(ql XI) tanh(21]2x2) + I o(x2) 

ULnew (X2) = -4(a-1 -l)qi sech2(ql xdtanh(21]2X2) + II(X2) 

The terms Io(x2) and II (X2) account for the contribution from the integral terms. 
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Figure 6.11 Same os Fig. 6.10 but these shapes are obtained from the effective p«;>tential Eq. 

(6.29). 
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Figure 6.11 shows the shape of the effective potential and the phase plane 

trajectories of the incident beam. These shapes are obtained from the effective 

potential Eq. (6.29). In Fig. 6.11b, the solid line represents the phase plane 

trajectory obtained from the equivalent particle theory using above potential and 

the dashed line corresponds to the numerical solution of the full PDE's. We observe 

that these two curves are in good agreement. Since we have excellent agreement 

between the shapes of the potential of Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, which are calculated by 

two different analyses, we believe that dynamics and the beam switching behavior 

of this problem can be understand from the shape of this potential. 

In conclusion, using the two-soliton solution of NLS, we have found the or

dinary differential equations approximation which describe the dynamics of two 

self-focused channels as they propagate and collide with each other at an interface 

of two nonlinear media. This system is very complex. In a special case we reduce 

it and extend the equivalent particle theory. This special case is of some interest 

because it describes a power controllable optical switch, reflecting or transmitting 

an incident beam depending on the power of a trapped beam. 
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CHAPTER 7 

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 

In this chapter we will discuss two numerical schemes, a relaxation method 

and a split step method. The relaxation method has been employed to solve the z 

independent equation of the two coupled ordinary differential Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) 

or Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) to find the shapes of the NSWs or NGWs and the split step 

method has been used to solve the full partial differential Eq. (1.87), to verify the 

stability and to find the beam propagation characteristics. 

In Chapter 2, we discussed the stationary NSW s at the interface separat-

ing linear-nonlinear and nonlinear-nonlinear dielectric media. In the nonlinear-

nonlinear interface problem, we considered three cases namely (1) the right-hand 

medium is diffusive (zero flux to the left across the interface), (2) the left-hand 

medium is diffusive (zero flux to the right across the interface) and (3) both are 

diffusive with finite flux across the interface. In the latter case, the diffusion Eq. 

(1.88) has to be solved in the entire domain of -00 < x < 00, whereas in all other 

cases Eq. (1.88) applies only to one of the sides of the interface. If the diffusion 

length is discontinuous at the interface, then the boundary condi tions on ~~ be

come discontinuous at the interface, and finding the solution to Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) 

is more difficult. To overcome this difficulty, we conveniently define the following 

continuous function for the diffusion length parameter; 

( ) 
_ Tl + TO Tl - TO h (=-) 

T X - 2 + 2 tan d (7.1) 

This simplifies the problem by replacing the original'interface at x = 0 by a layered 

medium of thickness d, assumed to be a small parameter. The particular form for 
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r given in Eq. (7.1) gives rex) ~ ro for x/d ~ 0, and changes monotonically so 

that r( x) ~ rl for x / d » o. This is consistent with the diffusion constants of each 

medium in the original problem. Therefore Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) become 

cPF 2 
--q·F+NF=O dx 2 I 

i = 0,1 (7.2) 

We will consider Eq. (7.2) with r given by Eq. (7.1) if both media are diffusive and 

r = rj, i = 0(1) if only the left (right) medium is diffusive. 

7.1 Relaxation Method 

The idea of the relaxation method is to use a known solution as a starting 

guess in determining the solution iteratively. Under iteration the initial guess for 

the NSW or NGW shape relaxes to the true solution. Here we use the Newton's 

iterative method, which produces a matrix equation that must be solved in order 

to find the solution. 

Writing the second-order coupled ordinary differential Eqs. (7.2) as a system 

of four first-order ordinary differential equations, we obtain 

j = 1, ... 4 (7.3) 

where 

Yl =N 



dN 
Y2=

dx 

Y3 =F 

dF 
Y4=

dx 
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(7.4) 

Now we have four coupled first-order ordinary differential equations that satisfy two 

boundary conditions at the first boundary where x = 0 or x = -00 depending on 

which case (zero flux or finite flux) we are considering, and two other boundary 

conditions at the second boundary where x = 00 or x = O. We replace these four 

first-order ordinary differential equations by approximate finite difference equations 

(FDEs) on an equally spaced mesh of m points. Since our problem involves 4 coupled 

first-order ordinary differential equations approximated by FDEs on a mesh of m 

points, a solution consists of values for 4m variables namely, Yl,kJ Y2,k, Y3,kJ Y4,kJ 

k= I, ... m. 
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We now define an equally spaced mesh of m points x k, k = 1, ... m in the 

domain of interest, where Xl and Xm represent the first and the final boundary points 

respectively. At an arbitrary mesh point Xk not at the boundary, the approximated 

finite difference equations for these four first-order ordinary differential equations 

are given by 

h 
E1,k = Yl,k - Yl,k-l - 2' (Y2,k + Y2,k-l) 

h 
E 3,k = Y3,k - Y3,k-l - 2'(Y4,k + Y4,k-l) 

k= 2, ... m (7.5) 

where 

1 
ak=-------

r 2(k) + r2(k - 1) 
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These FDEs give 4( m-l) equations for 4m unknowns. The remaining four equations 

come from the boundary conditions (2.11a) and (2.11b). At the first boundary we 

have 

E3 I = Y2 I , , 

E4 ,1 = AqOY3,1 - Y4,1 (7.6a) 

for the problem which has first boundary at x = 0 and 

E3 1 = YI 1 - ro Y2 1 , , , 

E4 ,1 = QOY3,1 - Y4,1 (7.6b) 

for the problem which has first boundary at x = -00. At the second boundary 

(7.7a) 
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for the problem which has final bOWldary at x = 0 and 

(7.7b) 

for the problem which has final boundary at x = 00. The coefficients A and B 

appearing in Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7) are given by 

A = 1- ctOY3,1 
( 

2 ) 1/2 

2q5 

The idea is to determine the increments ~Yj,k for the given initial guess Yj,k 

such that Yj,k + ~Yj,k is an improved approximation to the solution. By expanding 

the FDEs (7.5) - (7.7) in Taylor series with respect to small changes ~Yj,k, 

4 4 

+ L Mj,n~Yn,k-l + L Mj,T!+4~YT!,k (7.8) 
n=1 71=1 

we get a matrix equation for increments ~Yj,k. For a solution we require that the 

improved value 

(7.9) 

therefore the matrix equation for increments ~Yj,k can be written as 



4 8 

L Mj,nD.Yn,k-l + L M j,nD.Yn-4,k = -Ej,k 
n=1 n=5 

at the interior points k = 2, ... m, where 

M
. _ 8Ej,k 
},n - , 

8Yn,k-l 

8E' k 
Mj,n+4=r 

Yn,k 
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j = 1, ... 4 (7.10) 

n = 1, ... .4 

Matrix Mk = (Mj,n) is a 4 x 8 matrix at each of the interior points k = 2, ... m. It 

can be evaluated for FDEs (7.5) and is given by 

-1 -ek 0 0 1 -ek 0 0 

-/k -1 +gk Uk 0 -fk 1 + gk Uk 0 
M k = k=2, ... m 

0 0 -1 -ek 0 0 1 -ek 

Vk 0 -Wk -1 Vk 0 -Wk 1 
(7.11) 

Matrix equation for increments l::lYn,1 and D.Yn,m at the boundaries can be 

obtained by a similar developments at the first and the final boundary points. The 

matrix equation for the first boundary is 

4 

L Mj,nl::lYn,1 = -Ej,1 j = 3,4 (7.12) 
n=1 

and for the final boundary is 

4 

L Mj,nD.Yn,m = -Ej,m+l j = 1,2 (7.13) 
n=1 
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where Ml = (Mj,n), j = 3,4 and M m +1 = (Mj,n), j = 1,2 are 2 x 4 matrices 

and are given by 

(

1 -r(x!) 
Ml = 

o 0 qo 

o 
(7.14a) 

for the problem which has the first boundary at x = -00 and 

(

0 1 

Ml = 0 0 

o 
(7.14b) 

-so 

for the problem which has the first boundary at x = o. At the second boundary 

(

0 1 
M m +1 = 

o 0 

o 
(7.15a) 

for the problem which has the final boundary at x = 0 and 

for the problem which has the final boundary at x 

appearing in these matrices are defined as 

h h=--,-----
r 2 (k) + r 2 (k - 1) 

(7.15b) 

00. The various elements 
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gk = -ik - + -1 [(dr2) (dr2) 1 
2 dx k dx k-l 

h 
Vk = 4" (Y3,k + Y3,k-l) 

80 = qo (A + (ddA )Y3'1) 
Y3,1 

and 

81 = ql (B + (ddB )Y3,m) 
Y3,m 

(7.16) 

Equations (7.10)-(7.16) define a set of 4m linear equations to be solved for 

the 4m unknown corrections .0.Yj,k for Yj,k' We iterate this until the corrections 

become vanishingly small as the iteration proceed. These equations have a block 

structure, because each matrix Mk couples only the adjacent points k, k - 1. Figure 

7.1 shows this block structure of the complete matrix equation. Now we can solve 

this block structure matrix equation for the corrections .0.Yj,k using the Gaussian 

elimination method given in Ref. [72], which minimizes both the total number of 

operations and storage of matrix coefficients by packing the elements in a special 

blocked structure. This Gaussian elimination reduces the block structure matrix to 

an upper triangular matrix with unity in the diago~al elements. Figure 7.2 shows 

this upper triangular matrix, which we get after the elimination procedure. Once 
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we get this upper triangular matrix, the solution can be found immediately by a 

back substitution procedure. 

'" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 

'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 

'" ... 

'" '" 
'" '" 
'" '" 

'" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" * 
'" '" '" '" 
'" '" '" '" ... '" 

'" '" 

AYl,l 
AY2,l 
AY3,l 
AY4,l 
AYl,2 
AY2,2 
AY3,2 
AY4,2 
AYl,3 
flY2,3 
AY3,3 

'" '" 
AY4,3 

'" '" 
'" '" AYl,m 

'" '" AY2,m 

'" '" flY3,m 

'" '" AY4,m 

= 

E3 ,l 

E4,l 

E l ,2 

E2,2 

E3,2 

E4 ,'J 

El,3 

E2,3 

E3 ,3 

E4,3 

El,m 

E2,m 

E3 ,m 

E4 ,m 

El,m+l 

E2,m+l 

Figure 7.1 Matrix block structure of a set of 4m linear FDEs. The blocks represent the matrix 

Mk, k = 1, .... m + 1 and empty spaces represent zeros. 

Each iteration produces corrections for 4 variables Yi,k j = 1, ... 4 at k = 

1, ... m mesh points and we require these corrections become sufficiently small as 

it iterates. Therefore we define a measure for the error norm Er by summing the 

absolute value of all corrections, weighted by a scale factor SI which we choose as 

k= 1, ... m (7.17) 

for each variable Yi,k, j = 1, ... 4. The error Er is defined by 

, 

Er = _1 tt IL\Yi,kl 
4m k . SI(j) 

=1}=1 

(7.18) 
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We also define the convergence parameter tolerance TaL = 10-12 • When the 

Er < TaL, the method relaxes to the true solution. If Er is large, that means we 

may away from the true solution, then we update the variables Yi,k by adding a 

fraction of the corrections Ft found by matrix inversion to the old Yi,k and continue 

the iteration. We define the fraction of the correction Ft as 

(7.19) 

After each iteration we apply the fraction of the correction F t to the guess value 

Yi,kj 

Yi,k ~ Yi,k + Ft * ~Yi,k (7.20) 

We continue the above procedure until we get convergence. 

1 ... ... .6.Yl,l E3,l 

1 * * .6.Y2,l E4,l 

1 * ... .6.Y3,l E I ,2 

1 ... ... .6.Y4,l E2,2 

1 * * .6.Yl,2 E3,2 

1 Ii< * .6.Y2,2 E4,2 

1 * * .6.Y3,2 EI,3 
1 * * .6.Y4,2 E 2,3 

1 ... * .6.Yl,3 = E3,3 

1 * * .6.Y2,3 E 4,3 
.6.Y3,3 

1 * * 
.6.Y4,3 

E1,m 
1 '" * E2,m 

1 * '" .6.YI,m E 3,m 
1 ... ... .6.Y2,m E4,m 

1 .6.Y3,m EI,m+1 
1 .6.Y4,m E 2,m+l 

Figure 7.2 Upper triangular matrix structure, which we expect to get after the Gaussian 

elimination. 
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In case (3), Eq. (7.1) makes the diffusion length parameter continuous at the 

interface. This allows us to avoid using the boundary condition (2.llb) at x = O. 

The validity of this solution procedure has been checked by solving the original 

Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) subject to the boundary condition (2.llb). The latter solution 

scheme involves using the relaxation method in both regions x < a and x > a 

and a shooting method to match at the boundary x = O. This procedure is found 

to converge satisfactory only for relatively small diffusion lengths and the former 

method is preferred, in general. Both solutions for F and N are plotted against x 

in Fig. 7.3 for ro = 0.25 and rl = 0.5. We find excellent agreement between the 

two solutions. 

1.0,...----.-----. 10,...---...,-----, 
! 

~05 
u.. ~05 

O~::___"~--I.loo\~-J 
-10 0 10 

x 
Figure 7.3 Plots of solution F and N for Eqs,(2.1} and (2.2) versus X for ro = 0.25, rl = 0,5 

and f3 = 0,7. Here the solution from two different methods coincide. 

7.2 Split Step Method 

The method that used to solve the full problem of Eqs. (1.87) and (1.88) is the 

Split Step Method (SSM). The SSM can be applied'to a wide ran~e of parabolic 

nonlinear partial differential equations. An extensive survey of various numerical 
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methods for NLS is discussed in [73] which proves the SSM is the most efficient 

method comparing the other finite difference methods or pseudospectural method. 

Here we split the operator in a different way than it is split in [73]. By doing this we 

can increase the accuracy by one more order. A test of these two methods by solving 

exact NLS shows the latter method is more efficient than the method described in 

[66]. 

Now the idea is to solve the linear and nonlinear part of NLS separately and 

combine both solutions together in a way consistent with the original NLS. For 

convenience the spatial period is normalized to [0,271"] then the propagation Eqs. 

(1.87) and (1.88) become 

.8F 1 (71") 2 82 F 1 2 z-+- - ---(q. -N)F=O 
8z 2/3 p 8x 2 2/3 I 

(7.21 ) 

and 

(7.22) 

where qi = J (32 - n;, p is the half the period and x = (x + p)7I" / p. 

Let us write the equation for the field F(x, z) in the form 

i~~ = (£ + N)F(x, z) (7.23) 

where £ and N are linear and nonlinear operators respectively and are given by 

(7.24a) 

and 
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(7.24b) 

Since both C and N do not explicitly depend in z we can fonnally write the solution 

at z + 8z in tenns of F and z as 

F(x, z + 8z) = e- i(C+N)6z F(x, z) (7.25) 

Expand the operator in a Taylor series 

(7.26) 

then approximate the operator 

-i(c+N)6z -iCll -iN6z -iCll e rve 2e e 2 (7.27) 

where the error is O((8Z)3) which is obtained after Taylor expansion of each term 

of the right-hand side of Eq. (7.27), multiplying them and compare the result with 

Eq. (7.26). In Ref. [73], both the linear and nonlinear operators are split for full 

time step but here we split the operator such a way the nonlinear term for full time 

step and the linear tenn for half the time step. 

To find F(x, z + 8z), we first advance a given initial condition by the linear 

part for half the time step then advance the result by the nonlinear part for full 

time step and then by the linear part for half the time step. The linear part can be 

solved by the Spectral method and the nonlinear part can be solved exactly once 

we know the solution for the excitation density N. 
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First consider the linear part 

(7.28) 

and advance the initial condition Fin by an interval 62%, we get 

(7.29) 

here F represents the Fourier Transform. Now consider the nonlinear part 

.OF2 1 ( 2 ) z-- = - q. - N F2 oz 2(3' 
(7.30) 

and advance the solution FI by an interval Dz. Before solving this equation we have 

to solve for the excitation density N. To solve this equation we use an ODE solver 

of 4th order Runge-Kutta method. Then the solution F2 is given by 

L1 F -i...L(q?-N)6% 
I'2= Ie 2f3 I (7.31) 

Finally we solve Eq. (7.28) again for an interval 62% with the initial condition F2 

which is the solution of the nonlinear part. The final solution will be 

(7.32) 

Finally, the code wan run on a Cray 2 computer and used upto 1024 grid points 

for the finite spatial structure. From the solution; the quantities such as power 

(L2 norm), center of mass and momentum, which are given in terms of spatial 
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integral of F and its first and second derivatives are calculated. The derivatives are 

approximated using Fast Fourier Transform and used the composite Trapezoidal 

rule to calculate the integrals. Relative error in the above quantities is kept about 

10-7 throughout. 



APPENDIX A 

EXACT TWO-SOLITON SOLUTION OF 

NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

The exact two-soliton solution of cubic Nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

.8q 82 q 12 
~-+-+2Iq q=O 
8t 8x2 

is a fraction of two complicated function and is given by 

where 

G(x, t) 
q(x, t) = F(x, t) 

195 

G( x, t) = 27]1 cosh[27]2( x - X2)] [cos( ( 1) + i sine ( 1) tanh (27]2 ( x - X2))] exp( i</>d 

+ 27]2 cosh[27]1 (x - xd] [COS(02) + i sin(02) tanh (27]1 (x - Xl))] exp(i</>2) 

F(x, t) = cosh(a) [cosh[27]1 (X - Xl)] cosh[27]2 (X - X2)]] 

+ sinh( a) [sinh[27]1 (x - xd] sinh[27]2 (x - X2)] - COS[</>2 - </>1]] 



(()) 71~ - "1; + (6 - 6)2 
cos 2 = D 

sin(()2) = _ 2"11(6 - 6) 
D 

D = [(6 - 6)4 + 2(6 - 6?(71i + "1;) + (71~ - 71i?] t 

<PI = -26x - 4(ei - 71;)t - 20"1 

<P2 = -26x - 4(e~ - 71~)t - 20"2 
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APPENDIX B 

EXPLICIT EXPRESSION OF TERMS APPEARED IN CHAPTER 6 

The explicit expressions of terms appearing in the ODE model of Chapter 6 

are given by 

B = 1 + T [tanh(27JI fit) tanh(27]2x2)] 

- T [sech(27JI xd sech(27]2X2) cos(2( 0"2 - 0"1))] 

BA BT 
BPI = 4 [7Jl tanh(27]2 x2) + 7J2 tanh(27Jl Xl)] BPI 

+ Tsech(27JIXl) sech(27]2X2) sin(2(0"2 - O"d) 

+ 4 [(6 - 6) sech(27JIX1) sech(27]2 X2) sin(2(0"2 - 0"1))] :~ 

BA BA 
-=--

BA 
BQI = tanh(27JIX1) + Ttanh(27]2 X2) 

BT + 4 [7Jl tanh(27J2 x2) + 7J2 tanh(27J1xd] BQl 

+ 4 [( 6 - 6) sech(27J1 Xl) sech(27J2X2) sin(2( 0"2 - 0"1))] :~I 
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BA 
BQ2 = tanh(2772x2) + Ttanh(2771 X1) 

_ _ BT 
+ 4 [771 tanh(2772X2) + 772 tanh(2771Xd] BQ2 

+ 4 [( 6 - 6) sech(2771 Xl) sech(2772X2) sin(2( a2 - (1))] :~2 

BA 2) 2 BY1 = 4771 sech (2771X1 + 4772T sech (2771XI) 

- 4T(6 - 6) sech(2771 X1) sech(2772 X2) tanh(2771Xd sin(2(a2 - ad) 

BA 2) 2 BY
2 

= 4772 sech (2772 X2 + 4771 T sech (2772X2) 

- 4T(6 - 6) sech(277I xd sech(2772 X2) tanh(2772 X2) sin(2( a2 - ad) 

BA BA 
-=--

BB BB 
-=--



BB 2 
BJ?1 = Tsech (2ryIXI)tanh(2ry2X2) 

+ Tsech(2rylXd sech(2ry2X2) tanh(2rylxd cos(2( a2 - al)) 

BB 2) ) BJ?2 = Tsech (2ry2 X2 tanh(2rylXI 

+ Tsech(2ryl Xl) sech(2ry2X2) tanh(2ry2X2) cos(2( a2 - al)) 

BB BB 

C = 4ryi sech2 [2ryl(X - XJ)] + 4ry~ sech2[2ry2(X - X2)] 

- 4ryiT2 sech2[2ryl(X - XI)]tanh2[2ry2(X - X2)] 

- 4ry~T2tanh2[2ryl(X - Xl)] sech2[2ry2(X - X2)] 

+ C l sech2[2ryl (X - xd] sech2[2ry2(X - X2)] 

- C2 sech[2ryl(X - xd] sech[2ry2(X - x2)]tanh[2ryl(X - xJ)] 

xtanh[2ry2(X - x2)]cos[-2(6 - ~dx + 2(a2:'" aJ)] 

- C3 sech[2ryl(X - Xl)] sech[2ry2(X - X2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - ad] 
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+ C4 sech[217l(X - Xl)] sech[2172 (X - X2)] 

xtanh[217l(X - xd]sin[-2(e2 - edx + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

+ Cs sech[217l(X - Xl)] sech[2172 (X - X2)] 

X tanh[2172 (X - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

E = 1 + Ttanh[217l (x - Xl)]tanh[2172(X - X2)] 

- T sech[217l (X - xd] sech[2172(X - x2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

:~ = -2( e2 - ~dT2 sech2 [2171 (X - Xl)] sech2 [27]2 (X - X2)] 

+ 2(6 - 6 )T2 sech[217l (x - xd] sech[2172 (x - x2)]tanh[217l (x - xd] 

xtanh[2172(X - x2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

+ 2(6 - ~dTsech[217l(X - Xl)] 

X sech[2172(X - x2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

+ El sech[2171 (X - Xl)] sech[2172 (X - X2)] 

X tanh[217I(X - xJ)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"J)] 

+ E2 sech[2171 (X - Xl)] sech[2172 (x - X2)] 

xtanh[2172(X - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

2 aT 2 ] 2 - 8171 T aP
l 

sech [2171 (x - xd tanh [2172(X - X2)] 

- 817~T :~ ta.1h2 [2171 (x - Xl)] sech2[2172 (x - X2)] 

aT 2[ 2 ] + E3 aP
l 

sech 2171 (x - xd] sech [2172(X - X2) 

aT 
- E4 aP

l 
sech[217l (x - Xl)] sech[2172(x - x2/]tanh[2171 (x - Xl)] 

xtanh[2172(X - X2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 
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aT 
- Es aP

I 
sech[27}I (x - Xl)] 

x sech[27}2(X - X2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - aI)] 

aT + E6 aP
I 

sech[27}I(X - Xl)] sech[2772(x - X2)] 

xtanh[27}I(X - xd]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - aI)] 

aT + E7 aP
I 

sech[27}I(X - xd] sech[2772 (x - X2)] 

xtanh[27}2(X - x2)]sin[-2(e2 - 6)x +2(a2 - ad] 

ae ae 

:~ = 27}1 sech2[27}I(X - xd] - 27}IT2 sech2[277I(X - XI)]tanh2[27}2(X - X2)] 

+ 27}2T sech2 [27}1 (x - Xl)] sech2[2772(X - X2)] 

- E2 sech[27}1 (x - Xl)] sech[27}2 (X - x2)]tanh[27}1 (x - Xl)] 

x tanh[27}2 (x - x2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - aI)] 

- EI sech[27}I(X - Xl)] 

x sech[2172(X - x2)]cos[-2(e2 - 6)x + 2(a2 - aI)] 

+ 2(6 - 6 )Tsech[27}I (x - xJ)] sech[27}2 (x - X2)] 

xtanh[27}I(X - xI)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x -I- 2(a2 - ad] 

+ 2(6 - 6)T2 sech[27}I(X - Xl)] sech[27}2 (x - X2)] 

x tanh[27}2(X - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - aJ)] 

2 aT 2 2 
- 87}IT aQI sech [27}I(X - xI)]tanh [27}2(X - X2)] 

2 aT 2 2[ - 87}2 T aQI tanh [27}1 (x - xJ)] sech 27}2(X 7""" X2)] 
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aT 2[ ] 2[ + E3 aQI sech 2171 (x - xd sech 27J2(X - X2)] 

aT 
- E4 aQI sech[27J1 (x - Xl)] sech[27J2(x - x2)]tanh[27J1 (x - xd] 

x tanh[27J2 (x - x2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

aT 
- Es aQI sech[27J1 (x - Xl)] 

x sech[27J2(X - x2)]cos[-2(6 - edx + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

aT + E6 aQI sech[27JI(X - Xl)] sech[27J2 (x - X2)] 

x tanh [2171 (x - xl)]sin[-2(e2 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

aT + E7 aQl sech[27Jl(X - Xl)] sech[27J2(X - X2)] 

xtanh[27J2(X - x2)]sin[-2(e2 - el)X + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

ae 
aQ2 = 2172 sech2[27J2(X - X2)] - 27J2T2tanh2 [2171 (x - xd] sech2[27J2(X - X2)] 

+ 27]1 T sech2[27J1 (x - Xl)] sech2 [2172 (x - X2)] 

- EJ sech[27JJ(x - xd] sech[27J2 (x - x2)]tanh[27Jl(X - Xl)] 

xtanh[2772(X - X2)]cos[-2(e2 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

- E2 sech[27Jl (x - xd] 

x sech[27J2(X - X2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

+ 2(6 - 6 )T2 sech[27Jl (x - xt)] sech[27J2(X - X2)] 

x tanh [2171 (x - xd]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

+ 2(6 - 6 )Tsech[27Jl (x - Xl)] sech[27J2 (x - X2)] 

x tanh [2172 (x - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

2 aT 2 ( 2[ -87JIT aQ2 sech [2171 x-xI)]tanh 27J2(X--:X2)] 

- 87J~T :~2 tanh
2

[27Jl (x - xt)]sech
2

[27J2(X - X2)] 
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+ E3 :~ sech2[2171 (x - Xl)] sech2 [2172 (x - X2)] 

aT 
- E4 aQ2 sech[2171(X - Xl)] sech[2172 (x - X2)]tanh[2171 (x - Xl)] 

X tanh [2172 (x - x2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

aT 
- Es aQ2 sech[2171 (x - Xl)] 

x sech[2172(X - x2)]cos[-2(6 - edx + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

aT 
+ E6 aQ2 sech[2171 (x - Xl)] sech[2172(X - X2)] 

x t anh [2171 (x - xl)]sin[-2(e2 - edx + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

aT + E7 aQ2 sech[2171 (x - xJ)] sech[2172 (x - X2)] 

x tanh[2172 (x - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

- 817iT2 sech2 [2171 (x - xJ)]tanh[2171 (x - xJ)]tanh2[2172(X - X2)] 

+ 817iT2 sech2 [2171 (x - xd] sech2 [2172 (x - x2)]tanh[2171 (x - xd] 

+ 2C1 sech2 [2171 (x - xd] sech2 [2172 ( x - x2)]tanh[217l (x - Xl)] 

- C2 sech[2171 (x - xd] sech[2172 (x - x2)]tanh2[2171(X - Xl)] 

x tanh [2172 (x - x2)]cos[-2(e2 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

+ C2 sech3 [2171 (x - xd] sech[2172 (x - X2)] 

x t anh [2172 (x - x2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

- C3 sech[2171 (x - xd] sech[2172(X - X2)] 

x tanh[2171 (x - xd]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

+ C4 sech[2171(X - x1)]sech[2172(X - X2)] 

x tanh2[2171 (x - xJ)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"J)] 
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- C4 sech3 [27]I(X - xd] 

x sech[27]2(X - x2)]sin[-2(~2 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

+ Cs sech[27]1 (X - xdJ sech[27]2 (X - X2)]tanh[27]I(X - Xl)] 

X tanh [27]2 (X - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

;~ = 87]i sech2 [27]2 (X - x2)]tanh[27]2(X - X2)] 

- 87]iT2 sech2[27]2(X - x2)]tanh2[27]I(X - xI)]tanh[27]2(X - X2)] 

+ 87];T2 sech2 [27]1 (x - Xl)] sech2[27]2(X - x2)]tanh[27]2(X - X2)] 

+ 2CI sech2[27]1 (X - Xl)] sech2[27]2(X - x2)]tanh[27]2(X - X2)] 

- C2 sech[27]1 (X - Xl)] sech[27]2 (X - X2)]tanh[27]1 (X - xd] 

xtanh2[27]2(X - X2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"J)] 

+ C2 sech[27]1 (X - xd] sech3 [27]2(X - X2)] 

x tanh[27]1 (X - Xd]cos[-2(6 - ~dx + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

- C3 sech[27]1 (X - Xl)] sech[27]2 (X - X2)] 

+ C4 sech[27]1 (X - Xl)] sech[27]2 (X - x2)]tanh[27]I(X - xd] 

x tanh [27]2 (X - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - O"d] 

- Cs sech[27]1 (X - Xl)] 

xsech3 [27]2(X - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 

+ Cs sech[27]} (x - xJ)] sech[27]2 (x - X2)] 

xtanh2[27]2(X - x2)]sin[-2(~2 - 6)x + 2(0"2 - 0"1)] 
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ac 
aZ

1 
= -C2 sech[2771(X - xd] sech[2772 (x - x2)]tanh[2771(X - xd] 

X tanh [2772 (x - x2)]sin[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - ad] 

- C3 sech[2771(X - xd] 

x sech[2772(X - x2)]sin[-2(e2 - 6)x + 2(a2 - (1)] 

- C4 sech[2771 (x - xd] sech[2772 (x - X2)] 

X tanh [2771 (x - xd]cos[-2(6 - €dx + 2(a2 - ad] 

- Cs sech[2771 (x - xd] sech[2772 (x - X2)] 

X tanh[2772 (x - x2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - ad] 

ac ac 
aZ

2 
= - BZ1 

aE BE 
-=--
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aaE = -T sech2 [21]1 (x - xd]tanh[21]2(X - X2)] 
Yi 

- T sech[21]1 (x - Xl)] sech[21]2(X - X2)] 

X tanh [21]1 (x - xd]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - ad] 

;~ = -Ttanh[21]I(X - Xl)] sech2 [21]2(X - X2)] 

- Tsech[21]1 (x - xd] sech[21]2 (x - X2)] 

x tanh[21]2 (x - X2)]cos[-2(6 - 6)x + 2(a2 - ad] 

aaE = -T sech[21]1 (x - Xl)] sech[21]2 (x - x2)]sin[-2(e2 - el)X + 2(a2 - ad] 
Zl 

aE aE 
aZ2 = - aZI 

where 

aT 1]11]2(6 - 6) 
aPI = [1]i + 1]r + (e2 - 6)2)2 

aT aT 
-=-

aT 

aPI 

112 [1]i -1]i + (6 - 6)2] 

2[1]i + 1]i + (6 - 6)2]2 

_a_T _ 1]1 [1]~ - 1]f - (6 - 6 ?] 
2[1]i + 1]i + (6 - 6)2]2 
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C1 = -4(e2 - 6)2T2 + 81]11]2T 

C2 = 4[1]; + 1]~ - (6 - 6)2]T2 + 81]11]2T 

C3 = 4[1]; + 1]~ - (6 - 6)2]T + 81]11]2T2 

C4 = 81]2(e2 - 6)T2 + 81]1(6 - edT 

c5 = 81]1(6 - 6)T2 + 81]2(6 - 6)T 

El = 21]2 T2 + 21]1 T 

E2 = 21]1 T2 + 21]2T 

E3 = -2T(6 -- 6)2 + 81]11]2 

E4 = 8T[1]; + 1]~ - (6 - 6?] + 81]11]2 

E5 = 4[1]; + 1]i - (6 - el?l + 16T1]I1]2 

E6 = 16T1]2(6 - 6) + 81]I(e2 - 6) 

E7 = 16T1]I(6 - 6) + 81]2(6 - 6) 
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